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M,ss tORBETTS THANKS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

City Matron Touched By Generous
Spirit Shown In Milk Fund Drive

Subscriptions *3 00 per year payable Id
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established

!n 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
in 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 18~$ changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.
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Ix>st time ls never found again.
•* —Aughey.

ONE YEAR AGO
Prom the flies of The Courier-Ga
zette we learn that—
Marshall M. Daggett was con
firmed as assessor.
Miss Margaret Hannlgan. R.N , of
Northampton. Mass., was chosen
superintendent of nurses at Knox
Hospital, succeeding Mrs. Nettie
Lord resigned.
In Warren A. M. Hilt. C. C. Star
rett and Clifford Spear were elected
selectmen. In St. Oeorge the select
men chosen were Fred Smalley. Fred
Seavey and Winfred Tabbutt; in
North Haven. Leon B Stone. Her
man W. Crockett and Lamar K
Lewis; in Friendship. Riley Bradford.
M. B. Lawry and L. B. Davis; in
Owl's Head. Herbert Montgomery, J.
Dana Knowlton and George Haskell.

You Need Not
Suffer from

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I feel that a word of appreciation is
due the Rockland City Band and
friends who so kindly and generous
ly gave their services in a concert
for the benefit of the milk fund for
babies and children under 5-years ot
age.
I do not believe there ts another
city, where everyone who can. co-op
erates in such a willing spirit for oth
ers less fortunate. This spirit on the
part of Rockland citizens has touched
me many, many times. So I want to
thank all who helped make the con
cert a success—to thank them in the
babies' and little children’s names—
and in the name of Him who said
“Suffer little children to come unto
Me." , Helen Corbett, City Matron
NORTH HAVEN'S THANKS

North Haven, March 3.
Editor of The Courier-Gaze.te:—
We are indeed very grateful to the
Rockland Chamber of Commerce for
their prompt response in causing a
landing float to be placed in commis
sion at Tillson's Wharf. It certainly
will be a great convenience to the
people here at North Haven, as well
36
from other UUnds in the
'
when they land there
sma11
boats.
••
We wish to take this means of
thanking the Chamber and also to
thank you for printing our protest
A Resident of North Haven

TRY QUALITY

ARTHRITIS.
RHEUMATISM.
PLEURISY. NEURITIS, ECZEMA
STOMACH and LIVER TROUBLE
Vitalizing Remedy
A ’ aW/z\.^Contains
Con taint: No Narcotics
GOOD FOR
COLDS
Send $1.00 for 12-ounoe bottle to

SPECIAL DINNERS
AT POPULAR PRICES

NAOX COMPANY

Served by

American and
Chinese Food

MAfTY11

Brings Relief

49 Federal Street.

Boston. Mass
25-30

$25.00 REWARD
A reward of $25 will be paid fot
Information leading to the conviction
of any person stealing poultry from a
member of the Warren Poultrymrn'g
Association.
C. A. W EBB, Pres.

L P. QUAN
Former Chef of U. S. S. Mayflower
during Harding and Coolidge
Administration
Open from 6 A. M. to 1 A. M.
CHOP SUEY AND CHOW MEIN
ORDERS
To Take Out a Specialty
133 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

23-34

• Formerly Penobscot Grill)
26’lt

"OF THEE I SING"

TONIGHT

“GRAM”
WITH

ADELYN BUSHNELL
and MARSHALL BRADFORD

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
All Seats 33 Cents
Cheeked at Prince's Furniture Store

Buy Your Shrubs and Trees
from HE1STAD, Rockport
Don’t take chances, look them over first U you wish.
I will plan the place for you. lift thr plants with the whole dump
and have them planted in an hour or two. No drying up In stores
or express handling. No delay In thc work.

You will pay less, and be morc satisfied.
28&31

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”
"Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.

Coaches Arrive in Rorkland from Bosion 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M

“YOUR DEMANDS RIDICULOUS”

Volume 88.................. Number 28

LOCAL BANKS ARE OPEN TODAY

Lillian Miles, a platinum blonde
Mr9. Copping’s Versatility
cabaret singer who sang husky-voiced
and Talent Delight the So Mayor Richardson Told Knox County Unemployed Operating Under Restrictions Of Presidential Proclamations
torch songs at the Frolics, one of
Hollywood's night clubs where the
Committee—Spokesmen Not Citizens
—Fine Spirit and Entire Confidence Is Apparent
Rubinstein Club
stars and directors congregate for
pleasure, plays the leading feminine
A memorable occasion was the
The nation-wide suspension of ’ national emergency, and by virtue of
Storming the City Courcll Cham city cannot take care of us, the State
role opposite Jack Holt in “Man guest meeting of the Rubinstein
bers last night a committee from the can, and if the State cannot, the ' banking activity under Presidential. the authority Invested in me by said
Against Woman." coming Wednesday
Club Friday evening when Mrs. self-styled "Knox County Unem United States can. Everybody born edict affected this community in' act and In order to prevent the exand Thursday.
here has the right to live. George 1 common with the rest of the country, port, hoarding, or earmarking of gold
“Man Against Woman," adapted Lilian Sprague Copping, assisted by ployed'' presented a lengthy resolu
Washington
said that the 13 States 1 Local banks did not open for business or silver coin or bullion or currency,
tion
in
whch
was
couched
a
lengthy
by Jo Swerllng from a story by Keene two pianists and a cnorus of twelve
Thompson, concerns a colorful and voices, presented a review ot the series of "demands.'' and in the same were like the staves of a barrel; all j yesterday but resumed operations this do hereby proclaim, order, direct and
declare that from Monday, the sixth
romantic character who falls In love musical play, “Of Thee I Sing.” It Imperative manner sought an imme thej’ need is a strong hoop. The mil- , morning as outlined by the proclamaday of March, to Thursday, the ninth
lionalres
have
plenty,
and
they
don't
tion
of
President
Roosevelt.
Little
diate
"yes"
or
“
no"
answer.
with a woman, who toys "with him, was one of the outstanding events
care whether we live or not. We 1 excitement has been apparent in this day of March. 1933, both dates in
The
answer
was
immediate
outwits him. double-crosses him—yet in the history of the club in recent
in spite of it all, he loves her. Arthur years, and that the large audience of enough, but possibly not what had think our demands are very reason- j locality, pitizens and business men clusive. there shall be maintanied and
observed by all banking institutions
Vinton, splendid Broadway stage ac members and guests enjoyed the re been expected, for their claims were i able. Wliat are you going 'to do when manifesting a ready ‘ acceptance of
the
situation
in
a
cheerful
spirit.
and all branches thereof located in
wc
have
our
funeraLs?"
characterized
by
Mayor
Richardson
tor, w’ho Just finished an important view to the fullest extent was borne
"Have there been any funerals yet? ’ Naturally considerable Inconvenience the United States of America, includrole In Columbia's "Washington out by the spontaneous laughter and as "prepcf.terous," and the motion of
has resulted, but largely relieved by ' ing the territories and insular possesAlderman Frank A. Tirrell that the iisked Alderman Tirrell.
Merry-Go-Round." ls another import-1 hearly applause
"Not yet,” retorted Miss Johnson. the limited operations permitted to- sions, a bank holiday, and that durant member of the cast ln the role of I Decorations, arranged, by Miss City Government in no way recognize
ing said period ail banking transacday.
"and we want to prevent them."
Happy O'NeUl. detective pal of Holt Allce
Mrs. Orace Crie and the committee, now or in the future,
The banking holiday will probably tions shall be suspended,
Lehto admitted that he was not an
had
an
unanimous
passage.
The picture was directed by Irving Mrs Murlel
included American
During such holiday excepting as
The Council Chamber was packed American citizen, but had resided in end Thursdaj’ by which time definite
Cummings, who made Attorney for flags, in keeping with the inaugural
rules of procedure will be known, hereinafter provided, no such bankthe Defense," with Edmund Lowe and season and the nature of the play. with one of the largest crowds ever Rockland a number of years.
“If he is not a naturalized citizen. The following statement from a high j mg institutions or branch shall pay
•The Night Club Lady." with Adolphe (Northern and
windowt seen ’here and scores were unable to
gain admittance. The attitude of tlie ’ why do we let him talk here?" asked hank official sums up concisely the | out. export, earmark, or permit the
Menjou.
were completely draped with large
situation as far as banks in this sec-1 withdrawal or transfer in any manspectators was af times derisive, the I Alderman Johnson.
flags, which were also used as the crowd evidently sharing the City Oov •
“We can't help wher? we were tion are concerned.
ner or by any device whatsoever, of
background of the stage erected for ernment's opinion that the “de bom," said Miss Johnson. “I wouldn’t
In accordance with the President's any gold or silver coin or bullion
the chorus. There were large and mands'' would have come with better have been bom at all if I could have Proclamation, the local banks, of or currency or take any other action
small flags in standards, and fes grace had they been presented by a helped it.
course, are operating under the holi- which might facilitate the hoarding
Tiny lines and wrinkles don’t show toons of red, white and blue paper group which had been less peremp
"Well, we want your answer," in day restrictions, but will be open, by, thereof; nor shall any such banking
with new. wonderful MELLO-OLO were used effectively around the tory and contained more naturalized sisted Lehto.
authority of the Secretary of the1 institution or branch pay out dcface powder. Stays on longer, prevents stage. The arrangement as a whole
“I move,” said Alderman Tirrell, Treasury, to permit access to safe de posits, make loans or discounts, dial
residents.
large pores. Unsightly shine goes was very colorful.
When Mayor Richardson indicated "that we in no way recognize your posit boxes; to make change, but in foreign exchange, transfer credits
Made by a new French process. MELLO-GLO spreads with surprising "Of Thee I Sing" by Kaufman and that the moment had arrived for the committee, now or in the future, but without paying out either gold or gold from the United States to any place
smoothness—no “flaky," “pasty" look. Ryskind, with music and lyrics by hearing a well dressed young woman that the Mayor and City CouncU certificates; to cash checks drawn on abroad, or transact any other bankCannot Irritate the most sensitive George and Ira Gershwin, won the took the floor and began reading a ! listen to anybody who applies for the Treasurer of the United States, ing business whatsoever,
skin because it is the purest powder Pulitzer prize for 1931. It ls a satire
and to open new accounts, designated
During such holiday the secretary
resolution which she said had been | help."
known. Bewitching fragrance. Buy
And there the meeting ended.
as trust accounts, and the money so of the treasury, with the approval of
MELLO-GLO today. 50c and $1 00; on Washington, particularly with adopted at Saturday's meeting.
tax free.
methods pertaining to election, and
deposited may be withdrawn at any the President and under such regula
"Who is the person addressing us?"
is a riot from start to finish, brim interrupted Alderman Tirrell.
ALLEGED SHORTAGE time, these accounts to bc kept sepa- tions as he may prescribe is authorming with subtle wit and pertinent
ratety. in special trust funds, under! ized and empowered lAi to permit
“I am a delegate from the commit
lines.
tee. and do not have to give my Stonington Tax Collector rules laid down by the President of any or all of such banking instituMrs. Copping’s characterization of name." said the sepeaker.
Charged With Being $3000 the United States and Secretary of tions to perform any or all of the
Frederics Vila Tonic
the various roles was nothing short
thr Treasury. Banks will be operated usual banking functions IBi to direct
Assured that it was necessary she
Spiral with Croquignole wound
Behind ln Accounts
of marvelous, and again demon finally told the City Government that
under these restrictions until the require or permit the issuance of
Ends.
$7.00
strated the versatility of this gifted she was Gertrude Johnson.
emergency legislation is passed by the clearing house certificates, or other
Pierre Process, all spiral
Robert McGuffie. In hts third term
woman who occupies a significant
new Congress, which will convene evidences of claims of assets of bank"Are you a resident of Rockland?"
wound.
$4.00
as
tax-collector of the towr. of Ston Thursday.
j ing institutions, and (C) to authorize
place in the community. While she she was asked.
These Prices Until April 1st Only
ington. was arraigned in Bucksport
lays no claim to being a professional
The text of President Roosevelt’s i and direct the creation in such bank"No. I live on the St. George's Rivt-r
Friday before Judge Conary of the
reader, the facial expression and in road.”
proclamation on the banking situa- ln8 institutions of special trust
Western Hancock Municipal Court
flection of voice which she employed
accounts for the receipt of new de
Her declaration that the petition
tion is here produced in part:
65 'i PARK St.
PHONE 898
made the characters live for her accompanying the resolve contained on charges alleging shortage of
By the President of the United posit which shall be subject to with
________________________________ 28-30
audience. Her Impersonations were between 600 and 700 names, resulted $3,104 54 in his accounts with the States of America
drawal on demand without any re
town.
striction or limitation and shall be
Francis X. Gilhooley and Louis , ir. the request that some of them bc
A PROCLAMATION
He pleaded “not guilty ” Judge
Lippman. of the national commit-! read.
Whereas there have been heavy anti kept separately in cash or on deposit
Conary found probable cause and
tee, whose brogues left no doubt as i "Oh, no, I cannot do that," the
unwarranted withdrawals of gold and In federal reserve banks or invested
bound the respondent over to the
to their nationality; Matthew Ar- speaker said.
currency from our banking institu in obligations of the United States.
April term of the Hancock superior
FOR
As used ln this order the term
nold Fulton, campaign manager and
Alti Lehto. said to be representa
tions tor the purpose of hoarding; and
court under $2000 bail, which was fur
chain newspaper owner, nervous and tive of a Finnish newspaper took tlie
Whereas continuous and increas “banking institutions” shall include
nished.
energetic; Aiexandej Throttlebottom petition from Miss Johnson's hands ,
ingly extensive speculative activity all federal reserve banks, national
Bring in all vour Old Gold ScrapThe prosecution was by County Atcandidate
for
vice
president,
meek
abroad ln foreign exchange has re banking associations, banks, trust
end
b<«an
reading
names
at
random
White Gold—Green Gold—any
, tomey Percy T. Clark witii a report o!
1 and bewildered; John E. Winter- therefrom.
sulted in severe drains on the na companies, savings 'banks, building
thing.
Auditor Raymond S. Pinkham of
| and loan associations, credit unions,
Like Finding Money
green, candidate for president, a bit
When he reached the names of Mr ' Bangor. Present at the hearing tion's stock of gold: and
pompous; Diana Devereaux. in rnd Mrs. James Cornelian there was
Whereas these conditions have cre or other corporations, partnerships,
were the selectmen of Stonington. C.
associations or persons, engaged ln
beauty contest for “First Lady." a a sudden and dramatic interruption
ated a national emergency; and
Howard Noyes. Roy C. Grass anti
JEWELLER
Whereas it is in the best interests the business of receiving deposits,
languishing "Dumb Dbra" with a
"Scratch those names off," shout
James I. Stinson, the town treasurer
ROCKLAND
MAINE
of all bank depositors that a period of making loans, discounting business
Southern accent; Mary Turner, con ed S. NiJo Spear across the Council !
Opposite Strand Theatre
Miss Edith E. McDonald and the town
respite
be provided with a view to! Paper. or transacting any other form
test
manager,
sturdy
and
true;
Jones.
Chamber.
“
I
know
those
people:
they
28-30
auditor. Mrs. Lillie Billings.
preventing further hoarding of coin, of banking business.
Western senator, and Lyon«, South- are customers of mine and pay cash
Thc respondent was represented by
In witness whereof. I have hereunto
bullion or currency or speculation ln
ern Senator, dignified gentlemen; What have you got there, anyhow, a
Charles J. Hurley of Ellsworth.
foreign exchange and permitting the set my hand and caused the seal of
chamber maid, with a nasal voice; telephone directory?"
application of appropriate measures the United States to be affixed,
chief justice, stern and pompous;
When matters calmed down again
EXPORT STEAMSHIPS to protect the interests of our people. , (Seal)
(Signed)
French ambassador, with a deliciou.' Miss Johnson continued with the de
• • • •
I
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
accent; guide and secretary, small j mands of the resolution; which, as
Charles W. Kalloch. Former Now, therefore. I, Franklin D By the President;
roles but done individually.
nearly as they could be summarized.
Rockland Boy, Assistant Roosevelt. President of the United j Cordell Hull.
There was a different voice for eacn ® ere that the Mavor and Council
States of America, in view of such i Secretary of State.
part, not forgetting the loud- itcommend—
European Director
speaker voice from thc radio during
Free water and lights for the unThe Courier-Gazette is indebted Lo
the inaugural ceremonies. It was a employed.
wonderful presentation, and Mrs.
A flat reduction of $2 in the rates. a former Rockland boy, Charles W.
Copping was showered with con- j Abolition of the one-dollar mini Kalloch, for one of the year books
mum charge on electric lights.
issued by the Export Steamship Cor Carol Gardner and Robert Allen To Have the Valedictory
gratulations at the close.
Soloists and chorus members were
A Q’-ia-r-t of
to be supplied each poration. with which he is connected
and Salutatory, Respectively
Mrs. Helen Wentworth. Miss Ade-' day to the families of the unemployed as assistant European director, with
headquarters at Via LomcUini 27
laide E. Cross. Mrs. Esther Howard t»y local fanners.
At High School assembly this W. Look. 39 Mclxxid slreet; Latin,
Mrs. Ruth Hoch. Mrs. Lucy Lowe
Ten cords of *'°od or five tons of Genoa. Italy. Other European offi
Mrs. Hazel Atwood. Mrs. Lydia coal for each unemployed family dur- cers art located tn Alexandria. Egypt; morning Carol Gardner, daughter of Press, Washington and Olec Clubs.
Piraeus. Greece; Salonica, Greece, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gardner, was
Storcr, Mrs. Edna Browne. Miss ul« lbe winter season
Commenting upon thc class part
Five
dollars
a
week
to
each
family,
and
Seville.
Spain,
so
that
Mr.
KalKatherine
Keating.
Miss
Alice
awards
Principal Blaisdell said:
If you can't point with
announced as valedictorian for the
Blanchard of Camden. Miss Ruth with $1 additional for each dependent. loch’s duties carry him over a wide coming commencement, with an av
“I think that it is noteworthy that
pride to your old hat—It’s Lawrence, Mrs. Doris Scarlott. Mrs. Thc ralea.se of Miss Corbett as over range of foreign territory.
so many of these honor pupils have
seer of the .poor and substitution of
The fleet of the Export Steamship erage of 95.28 in her studies. Her done so many outside things. Nearly
Charlotte
Jackson
was
accompanist
time to get a new one.
outside activities have included
and. prefacing the reading, with her a committee of five selected from the Corporation comprises 28 ships, rang
speaking contest in sophomore year, all of them have carried several
ing
in
gross
tonnage
from
4000
lo
9000
sister, Miss Cross, gave a two-piano unemployed workers.
extra courses and nine of them havo
Immediate cash payment of ad The United States offices are located junior and senior plays. Girls' Glee an average of 90 or over for thc four
overture embracing the popular airs
Clubs
and
Press
Club.
An
accom

in Boston. Philadelphia, Baltimore
years.”
of the production. The music num justed compensation for veterans
plished pianist and organist. She is
Make it a Gregory Hat and bers. given as solos and choruses, Passage of the federal unemploy Norfolk. Va.. and Chicago.
"Notwithstanding the marked de a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
ment Insurance bill.
Kennebec bridge receipts for the
you’ll have a good one. were:
pression
prevailing during 1932," says K. Gardner, 204 Rankin street.
In
conclusion
the
committee
con

28 days of February fell off $150 60
Because ........ Mrs. Hoch. Mrs Wentworth
Thc salutatory goes to Robert over the same period last year. In
Love Is Sweeping the Country ............. demned thc City Government for not the year book, "wc managed to main
Yet $2.50 starts 'em.
Mrs Howard
Allen with a rank of 95.12. Hc is a 1932 there were 29 dtiys, however, and
Ot Thee I Sing ------------ - ----- Miss Cross In ring called a special meeting when tain our position as the premier car
Who Cares? ............ .............. Mrs Atwood asked to do so
rier between the North Atlantic range ton of Mr. and Mrs. Hervey B. Allen on the last day of thc month the re
The Illegitimate Daughter .... Mrs. Storer
Outside ceipts amounted to $158.80. so that
Who Cares? iRepeatlng) ....... Mrs Lowe
"And now," said Lehto, ”wc want to ar.d thc Mediterranean and Black of thc Copper Kettle.
The singers, in charming gowns, know—yes or no—whether you are Seas, and are looking forward to thi activities, debating. Junior and in a comparison month by month the
Others at $3.50 and $5.00. sang With verve ant} beauty of voice, going to grant our demands."
year with a spirit of optimism. In senior plays, hockey, baseball, stu receipts for February, 1933. show a
their descriptive action adding much
freight traffic, both east and west dent council, editor in chief of falling off of $309.40 But on an even
"Your
demands
arc
preposterous."
New shapes, new shades. to the presentation.
said Mayor Richardson, "coming in bound we have more than held out "Cauldron.’
basis thc drop is not considered bad,
The essay winners in thc order especially ln view of thc fact that
The next meeting of the club. here claiming to be citizens. They own.”
In variety to assure every
March 17. will have a miscellaneous pre so absurd as to be ridiculous. It
Thc illustrations show a degree of named are:
there arc about ten mlles of hard
man a real becoming hat.
Nicholas Pellicane, son of Joseph traveling in the vicinity of Waldoboro
program, with Miss Katherine would take a million dollars a year ta luxury on the steamships which
Veazie in charge. Members sched carry out your demands."
makes it easy to understand theii Pellicane. 39 Park street, basketball due to road construction.
team, senior year.
uled to take part are: Voice, Mrs.
"What arc these unemployed men popularity with the tourist trade
Carolyn McAllister, daughter of YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Bcmicc Wolcott. Mrs. Carleen Nutt. going to do?" asked Miss Johnson:
IN THE CONGRESSIONAL LIBRARY
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Mjartin, 18
Mrs. Loma Pendleton, Mrs. Maryon "lay down and die?"
What vision, thia, apocalyptical I
If I had to live my life agMln I would
Benner and Mrs. Nettie Frost; piano
"No water has ever been shut off These marble stairways, these transcen North Main street; regular guard have
made a rule to read some poetry
dent walls.
for
two
years
on
basketball
learn.
and
listen to some music at least once
Miss Irene Young, Mrs. Maud Wol without the matter being taken up This beauty
and this grandeur lhat re
ROCKLAND, ME.
a
week.
Thc loss of these tastes u a
calls
Mildred Sweeney, daughter of loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
cott. Mrs. Frances McLoon and Miss with the company,” said Mayor Rich
Art-reverent Greece and Rome Imperial
Patrick Sweeney, 329 Pleasant street,
Thelma Linscott; readings, Mrs. ardson. “We arc giving all the milk
THE BLIND ROY
Palace of books, and temple raised to Press, Latin and French clubs.
Blanche Morton.
we can. and doing everything else
Mind:
Osay what ls that thing call’d Light,
tribute to thc written word
Which 1 must ne'er enjoy;
Walter Staples, son of W. E.
that is possible. Wc are sitting very Consummate
That separates lorcver from the herd
What arc the blessings of the sight.
O tell your poor blind boy!
fine compared witii the rest of the That portion of creation called man Staples, Cedar street; debating team,
kind.
French and Latin Clubs.
country."
You talk of wondrous things you see,
For
other
creatures cat. and sleep, and
You say the sun shines bright;
Fern Brown, daughter of Alexan
Mias Johnson: You must remem
breed.
I feel him warm, but how can hc
Or make It day or night?
ber that Rockland and vicinity de But only man can trace through history der B. Browne, 31 Gay street; Span
Hls puny progress toward Infinity
ROCKLAND HIGH GYM
pend on the work in thc stone And deem Immortal truth hls highest ish Club.
My day or night myself I make
need.
Whene’er I ^leep or pla.
Merton Sumner, son of Mrs. Bes And
quarries.
Doors Open 6.30. Game 7.30
Man who alone will write a book, and
could I ever keep awake
laugh.
BOYS
BOYS
With me 'twere always day.
sie
Sumner.
85
Park
street;
basket

’’■What about Mt. Waldo " asked And carve
"Resurgam" ln hls epitaph.
ROCKLAND HIGH vs. CAMDEN HIGH
Alderman Duncan.
"Didn't the
—Alice Lawry Gould In the wni-o'- ball squad and .baseball candidate
With heavy sighs I often hear
The-Wlsp.
You mourn my hapless woe.
This is a playoff for the championship
workers up there throw down their
three years.
But sure with patience I can bear
A loss I ne'er can know.
GIRLS’ 2nd
GIRLS 2nd
hammers when they were offered a
Helen Davis, daughter of Sidney
The only ‘'secession'" this country
ROCKLAND HIGH vs. CAMDEN HIGH
two-year contract at $6.80 a day?"
needs is the secession of the useless H. Davis, Port Clyde; Press and Then let not what I cannot have
My cheer of mind destroy;
ADMISSION 25c AND 35c
“I suppose they have their union officials from the public pay-rolls.— French Clubs.
Whilst thus I sing. I am a king,
Although
a poor blind boy.
there,” replied Miss Johnson. “If the Tampa Tribune.
Velzora Look, daughter of Harold
—Colley Cibber.

ufr.

You Can Be
More Beautiful

Permanent Waves

Parisian Beauty Salon

CASH WAITING

YOUR OLD GOLD

CLASS PARTS AWARDED

Gregory’s

CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL TONITE

Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Rouad trip I 3.00
Tickets May Be Purchased At
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store, .

THREE CENTS A COPY

Carl E. Morse

DON’T FORGET-

Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M.

PARK THEATRE

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 7, 1933

Tel. 620
Tel. 3
sti

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 7, 1933
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REVIEWING THAT COASTLINE STORM

BITTER STRUGGLE TONIGHT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

A BOrs LAMENT
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
No more sliding down the hill,
Road Is black and bare:
Snow plow scraped the snow away
And left dirt everywhere.

9c

CROCKETT’S
9c SALE

9c

Peace I leave with you, my peace Amid the Terrors Of Which the Lighthouse Contended Rockland and Camden To Decide Which Will Rule the
I give unto you: not as the world
Roost In Basketball League
I don't see what plow, are made for
With Characteristic Bravery
glveth, give I unto you. Let not
'Cept to plow the land:
I think It's mean to spoil our fun
your heart be troubled, neither let
When winter's here at hand.
It be afraid.—John 14:27.
That valued feature of The Cou- > shingles from it and smashed its, In a play-off game that promises route Rockland ought to be able to
Wish I could, I know Just what
I'd do with that old plow—
rier-Gazette, "Guardians of Our walls. The roof of the covered walk , t0 develop into a bitter struggle be- take advantage of its opportunity.
I would sink lt In the pond
Rockland's Laughing Lassie
NATIONAL BPW WEEK
Coast,” increasingly attracts atten- ; between light tower and dwellings fore plther {eam
ready tQ admi(
Where the water's high Just now.
At the expense of the Lincoln
tion. We have previously noted an was damaged. Portland Head Light
And then I'd tell a "whopper."
e*1'
an
an
m n Academy girls, the Rockland High
And prove It. too. by Bill:
Us Observance General In This article from the gifted pen of that i was erected in 1790 and never has
"I haven't seen that old Alow plow
special staff writer of the Boston ! been rebuilt. The good mortar and
tied for the champion- lassies nosed out the Camden sextet
Country—Rockland Club In Line
For I've been sliding down the
hill.”
Transcript, Fred C. Green, which | workmanship that went into its; ship of the Knox and Lincoln for the championship in the femi
Clara S. Overlock.
Washington,
Me.
National Business Women’s Week told the story of the "Guardians" construction is evident. Incidental- League, will tonight attempt to set- nine division of the Knox and Lin
is being observed and In this coast- and was widely circulated by other ly, the report of a fourteen-foot wall ,Je the heated
M t0 whlch coln League by virtue of a 30 to 21
to-coast celebration the BPW Club leading papers of the country, Mr. of surf is interesting in view of con-!
victory over the Damariscotta maid
. .
STRAND THEATRE
„
,
...
. ,
' team is the better at the Rockland ens. The home team had Rose
of Rockland joins 1,325 business and Green,
who is a kindly searcher of i stant reports of waves fifty or sixty
School gymnasium. At present Flanagan, Rockland’s high scoring
professional ■women’s clubs in an the columns of this paper, had an- ( feet high at Winthrop or Beach"A Lady's Profession" corner Wed
equal number of cities in this coun other story dealing with that recent mont. Persons who watch combers both teams are upholding the af- forward bottled up throughout the nesday and Thursday. Roland Young
try. The programs, will be varied, fierce winter storm, a part of which j break on shore exaggerate as they , flrmatlve side of the argument, and evening, but Margaret Robinson, her and Sari Marltza are co-featured
including forums for the discussion material he naturally found in the see the topmost fling of spray or not until the final gun barks wil! runnln* mate’ Ux)k care of the «“* and Kent Taylor, Roscoe Karns
of community problems, unemploy reports sent to The Courier-Gazette pebbles.
|one Qf the conlesUnt3
ready w uation ln a commendable manner and Warren Hymer head the support-1
ment relief luncheons dedicated to columns by its lighthouse contribu- j At Halfway Rock, not far from
and her shooting was a potent factor ing cast.
negatjve poSilton
study of the status of the unem tors. Though noli in strict sense j Portland, a building that stood for
in the locals' triumph. Both for
Alison Skipworth plays the role of
I If previous Rockland - Camden
ployed white collar girl, meetings to “news,” Mr. Green's story is worth j fourteen years at a point thirty feet
wards passed very well and accuracy a titled English woman, who, finding
tilts may be taken as a criterion oi
arouse interest in public education reprinting in recollection of that 1 above normal high-water mark was
from the free throw line gave Orange she has exhausted all her funds,
the type of game that will be witprosperity campaigns to stimulate most striking of the winter's per- carried away, the boatslip was <*’. ne^ thte evenHv, the melee shrniid and Black damsels the victory. Be comes to the United States with her |
community buying, and many similar formances upon the New England stroyed and tne wooden walks
thk vidnlty j sides the forwards, Korpinen, a brother and her niece and attempts
projects
guard, and Mahoney, center, also to recoup her fortune by running a
coasLsW^rv,C v°
° f°h r- i,
ti h. ,lard and ^CTressive contest. Both
Throughout the week emphasis will
turned in a nice performance for speakeasy. The speakeasy is not ex
• • • •
The keeper at the Cuckolds Light. , .
..
,
.
....
...
.
. , .
,
„ „ ...S „ .
. . “
cluhs. although not a bit over conbe placed upon the citizenship reRockland, while McDougall, Merry- actly her idea, however, for her
When the worst easterly storm in off Boothbay Harbor, reported that .. .
.. . .. . ,,_ .
ROCKLAND—NEXT STRAND THEATRE
,
,
v.
,
. ,
,
, fldent. are optimistic in their prespbnsibllitiea olj business women. many years last
week battered much , a breakwater, twelve inches thick
,
. ,
.u . field and Leadbetter worked well for brother, a role played by Young, has
' *
- ,
x x
.
. .
,tJ
, game views, and from the time that the losers.
While the study extends into state of the
New England coastline, cai»- and bolted and braced to solid rock, °
„ .
..
invested in it before her arrival on
1 Referee Sam McCall tosses up the
and national fields, the clubs are ing heavy damage to property and was washed cut. The pieces were
After trailing by a 9 to 6 score at American shores. But she makes
ball at 7.30 the spectators should be,
making community problems their rendering many people homeless, it hurled against his house, heavily
the close of the first half, the Rock the best of the situation, which is
immediate concern. Charlotte A created a vast amount of interesting damaging the walls. Waves broke 1 treated to a very interesting tussle.
land High quintet came back none too good to begin with. The sequent bankruptcy of thelr indus- I engages in a battle of wits with the
Enter Aren* On Even Terms
.
. , ..
. ..
try, insist that she take a certain' big shot of the industry which leaves
Mitchell, president of the State Fed reading, in addition to leaving con- j down doors, smashed windows,
.,
... . „ u, x •„ 1 strongly in the third period through bootlegging interests, horrified at the
Despite the fact thatRockland
will ..
. ,.
, _
_,
quota
of booze whether she wants it' that gentleman gasping for breath,
eration of BPW Clubs, has sent out siderable visual evidence of its fury, j flooded the building and tore away
.
._
the shooting of Bun Freeman and thought of impending repeal of the
be at an advantage by playing on _ .
, ...
, ..
or not. She doesn't want it, and sheI —adv.
this general message:
,
i Prank Pietroski to overhaul the Eighteenth Amendment, and the conenhanced by a series of abnormally j forty feet of the boat slip,
its home court. Camden feels sure
‘"What can women do to help in high tides.
It was on Mt. Desert Rock, most
home club and and finally win out
that her polished surface representhe present condition of business?
Over the weekend
t ,
|.
..
. ... _
. I tatives can overcome the locals as
is a question many of us are asking persons motored to the
first period the count was knotted
shore towns twenty miles south of Mt. Desert ...
...
..
..
,
j ... . .u .
...
. ...
they have done once this season, at 2 all but Lincoln jumped into the
of ourselves today. That question od. ..
Massachusetts, New Hampshire Island, that the families of three
• . . ,
u
,
, . .
. . . . ,
. .. The Lime City quintet also boasts lead before Rockland could flnd It- |
has been answered in part by the and_, parts of
Maine to marvel at keepers had to take refuge in the
.
.
..
...
.one victory over its Megunticook
members of the BPW Clubs who have smashed buildings, broken sea walls, tower when
self in the second canto and the
gigantic seas battered
.
,
,
..
.
.
...
.
,
.
.
.
carried on, undaunted, with faith in torn-up highways and greatly al- their dwellings, broke doors and win 'rivals at Camden and so both teams locals could not find the basket with
will enter the arena on even terms
the future and a realization that tered beaches.
dows, flooded cellars and washed
any great deal of accuracy.
The score of the first game played
that faith must be supported by in
Rockland Lads Find Thems-lves
But much of the real newsof the 1 away several small buildings. The
telligent study of problems and i storm has not yet been told. When group spent Friday and Saturday between these two clubs saw Rock
However, after the rest period was
willingness to adapt themselves to it comes to light if it ever does, it huddled in the chill granite tower, land come out on the long end by over Bun Freeman let the ball go
changed conditions—for ’faith with win be a thrilling narrative of the During the storm the radio signals a 33 to 15 count at Camden, while the from the center of the court and lt
Invaders defeated Rockland here bj went swishing neatly through the'
out works is dead.'
simple heroism of men and women never ceased to work. Mt. Desert
"The fact that during this year who dwell at lonely lighthouse sta- i Rock is the station to which, each a 30 to 21 score.
netting to bring the count up to 9
It is expected that Coach John R
when, almost without exception, tions and who, throughout the fury spring, a dory-load of loam is hauled
to 8 in favor of Lincoln. Pietroski
SPECIALS
MARCH 6-11
people have been cutting out non- of those three days, carried on to so that the women may have a Durrell of Rockland will depend then sank a foul shot to tie the score ;
essentials, the membership through keep the lights burning, thus follow flower bed. The first severe storm upon the same five that worked so and Pellicane dropped in a field goal
out the country has dropped only ing out the traditions of the service of autumn invariably washes lt well at Lincoln last Friday to start to put Rockland in the lead from
the game with Pellicane and FroAnother THREE CROW
about 12 per cent (and that shortage
which they were never ousted. Mid
It will be a tale of terror, particular-' away.
. _
will very likely be made up before ly at one or two points off the coast.
At Matinicus Reck the houses of
.
___
..
way into the third period Rockland
Special! A World Beater!
the end of the year) shows that these On one rocky islet three families ’ assistant keepers were damaged by center; and Thomas and Pietroski at obtained a five point margin and
women meant business when they huddled for two days in the light waves. This island stands well out the guard positions. Coach Dick Lincoln did not threaten until late
Buy Onc Round THREE CROW
adopted, at their national conven tower itself, while enormous seas . of the water and the houses are pro- Richards of Camden will undoubt in the final quarter when lt came
edly start the quintet that has been
tion at Richmond, in 1931, the ten- smashed and battered their dwelling I tected from ordinary disturbances,
within three points of knotting the
working so well to date with Lord
year objective—and if this was need houses and filled them with water.
count.
Old fishermen who have spent
ed in 1931, how much more it is At another point the keeper dragged their Uves on Monhegan Island re- and Treener holding down the for
The entire Rockland outfit did i
ward berths; Dean at the pivot po
needed in 1933!
»two boats from a shed to the shelter port that last week's storm was the
some stellar work with Pellicane and
Al
('This objective pledges 60 000 of the granite tower, so as to have most severe they ever have known, sition and McLeod and Brown tak Pietroski riding the tap in beautiful
ANO WE WILL GIVE YOU
business and professional women of them available in case the mount- From Criehaven. another island set- ing care of the back court.
style to stop the Lincoln tip-off
Why Camden Comes Here
America to make an intensive study ing water forced him so abandon his tlement, came news that every wood
plays. Frohock and Thomas both
One Pound Three Crow Soda FREE
According to an oral agreement
of economic problems and their so post. He did not dwell on the slim en wharf in the harbor was de
turned In a good defensive perform
between
the
coaches,
the
out-of

cial implications with a view to the chance that would have been offered stroyed. together with the fish house
ance while Frqeman exhibited some
achievement, through education, and had such a crisis arrived.
and bait shed. Two Rockland fish bound-lines, that were added to the nice floor work, shooting and re
Rockland court this year, will not
Individual ownership makes Nation wide
if necessary through legislation, of
trieved the ball off the backboards
The lights along the Maine shore ermen who were off shore when the
conditions 'which will assure to every line seemed to have fared badly. Of storm struck, sailed their small sloop be in effect at tonight's game and ln fine style. Pellicane led the Rock
Stores different from other chain stores.
the change should prove to be to
individual the fullest opportunity those that still have telephone serv into safe harbor at Isle au Haut.
land scorers with a total of eight
Camden's advantage. The Megunand reward for whatever capacities ice six already have reported dam
F. C. G.
points while Freeman and Pietroski
Here there is a warmth of personal inter
ticookers consented to play on the
he may possess."
each scored seven markers. Tukey,
age but officials of the First District.1
Rockland court on condition that
est that makes shopping with confidence
Lincoln center was high-liner of the
with headquarters at Portland, ex
the lines be discontinued from use
evening
with
nine
points
while
Ers

pect
to
hear
of
many
more
stations
Bath Times: Blinded by the glare
your profitable pleasure.
and both mentors came to an agree
kine and Reed also played well for
"ON MY SET”
of the headlight a bull moose estimat that are in need of repairs, as soon
ment that met with the approval of a losing cause.
ed to weigh 1200 pounds, was instant as mail or messenger reports are re
players and all concerned. The game
ly killed at Nichols river bridge, near ceived.
ls sure to be faster as the result of
The League Manding
Yesterday the tender Ilex steamed
Newcastle, by the east bound Maine
MARSHMALLOW
the shift as the ball will be in play
Boys' Division
Central train passing through Bath out of Portland Harbor, her decks
from any position on the surface.
Won
Lost
PG.
at 8.10 on its way to Rockland Thurs and hold piled with repair material,
&
Rockland has a slight edge over Rockland
.......... . 6
2
.750
day night. The animal was driven and ten extra men added to her crew
the opponents so far as the reserve Camden
6
2
.750
about 50 feet from thd track by the Her first stop was to be the Isles
material is concerned with Vic Lincoln ...
3
4
.429
impact. The train was stopped and of Shoals, off New Hampshire, where
Armata, Yeager. Shepherd, Pala Thomaston
2
ft
1286
the crew made an investigation. The considerable damage was wrought at
dino and Karl all ready to get into Rockport
The NEW
QUAKER
2
6
.250
moose was dead, apparently having the station on White Island, which
action should the occasion call for
Girls
’
Division
been instantly killed, and was left is the last of the lights in the First
Won Lost PC.'
it. All of the boys have seen a
Reg
there by the trainmen whRe the train District.
considerable amount of work this Rockland ................. 7
P1<9»
1
.875
proceeded to Rockland. A section
It was here that the keeper had
season and to be inserted into the Camden ...........
Fr. Coughlin's Sunday after
6
2
.750
crew and the crew of the west bound boats in readiness to save his fami- 1
game at a critical moment will be •Thomaston ............ 3
3
.500
BEAVER BRAND FANCY
morning freight were to remove the ly. The light rears its head eighty- 1 noon broadcast resolved itself
nothing new for them. The visitors Lincoln ............ . ..... 2
5
.286
carcass and probably tum it over to two feet above high-water mark ! into a eulogy on President
SPLENDID
BRAND
No M
will not have reserves as strong as •Rockport ............. 0
Roosevelt, wing the latter’s in
7
.000
State authorities at Augusta. The The dwelling and other buildings
Can
FANCY CUT CRANBERRY
ilhe
locals
and
if
Oamden
should
augural
address
as
hb
text.
The
•Thomaston
and
Rockport
girls
train was in charge of Conductor Levi are well above the ocean level and 1
SEIDNER
lose some of its players by the foul piayed a 24 to 24 tie.
speaker declared that the pres
STRINGLESS
Berry of Rockland and Engineer are so situated that considerable
No Better Brand
Put Up
Bradford was tn the cab. When the natural protection is afforded by the | ent day problems will be set
latter saw the animal on the track contour of the rocks. Yet a single 1 tled—“in one, two or six years.’’
SPLENDID BRAND
and that it was not likely to move he wave battered into kindling wood a
B" _ Strictly Fancy Blue Rose
1 Lb
Those
who
heard
the
Kitty
Mrput on his brakes but the moose was wooden tank containing 10.000 gal- !
Na
Can
ivICe Packed by John Bird Co. ■ •
Pkji
given a powerful blow which ended its ions of fresh water. The tank had ! Laughlin broadcast over WCSH
NATION-WIDE
—
New
I
Higheit
Quality
the
other
night
were
prouder
life. Passengers did not feel the jar. stood there twenty-two years and!
’A Lb
never before had suffered damage in j than ever of the Rockland vo
calist—or “the New
England
Pks
In response to many inquiries, the a storm. In addition, the fog signal I
nightingale," as she was railed
NATION-WIDE
proceeds from the Kippy Karnival, was put out of commission by bat
by the announcer. It was a pity
individually wrapped
2 Lb
the largest annual activity of thc tering surf. Small buildings were
that she could not have gone on
squares
Carlon
high school, were about $340. In destroyed and when the keeper
at the advertised time.
this sum $128 was realized from the hauled the boats out he placed them
8 Oz
Roested in the
at
the
very
base
of
the
tower,
as
the
junior class play, "The Automatic
Calio
The
story
of
Inauguration
Shell
Diced
Bag
Butler." While the net result was only point not reached by the waves.
Day as told from early morning
Heading back to Maine, the keep
lower than last year, it is very gratiNo I Can
until late night, eame in with
Sells more. Gets more responses.
fying in view of the present financial ers at Portland Head Light, reported
remarkable clearness.
I would
Causes more favorable comment.
situation. The play and Karnival i much damage which, however, can i
Letterheads, brochures, leaflets,
as a whole seemed to give greater i be repaired by land crews. The men j be interested to know how many
broadsides, handbills, all produce
Knox County listeners there
enjoyment than in previous years. I on duty said that a single wave, esmore results when printed by us.
Nice Colo» — Uniform Cubes
were,
PRIZES IN EACH OF 5 GOLD MEDAL
which makes the outlook for the nex' timated to be fourteen feet in height.
Our Embossed Letter Printing
•e.»•
WORD-BUILDING CONTESTS
undertaking more encouraging than engulfed the building that house:::
adds distinction, style and char
“The
Covered
Bridges
of
the
fog
siren,
ripped
most
of
thc
1
acter
to
your
Stationery.
An

ever. It has been commented upon
FOR DETAILS Ask us
Maine” will be ,the subject of
nouncements, Cards, Folders, etc.
that in the report no mention was
or listen in on Radio
the broadcast by Mrs. W. P.
made of the School Band. These
Get Our Slant
Watson
of
Kingfield,
State
youthful players, directed by H. E. |
Chairman of the National Oid
On Your Job ...
Kirkpatrick.
dispensed
excellent
L great
Trails Committee, from station
music during the afternoon, and de
'cracker
WCSH, The Eastland. Friday, at
served the many expressions oi
favorite
4.15 p. m.
MIAMI, FLORIDA
pleasure and praise made in their be
brokenThe most Interesting spot In
half.
the Eastern Hemisphere dur

CONTINUES

See Thursday’s Courier-Gazette for
Additional Prices

This Nine Cent Sale Presents Sensational
Bargains In All Departments

LB.
CROCKETT

9c

9c

5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE

SHOP WITH

ILUUll
AAU V■

CONFIDENCE

CREAM TARTAR

39

Fluff..

19

Jell-0 3,19

Corn Meal 2

25‘
^9-

Lobster. . .

Beans

ITS BETTER.

Cooking Chocolate

Judged By Results

COURIER-GAZETTE

JOB PRINTING

Horse Radish

t

10c

HONEY DROP

Beets

Cocoa

17‘

8

15‘
18‘
23«

9

Peanuts

*2000 GOLD

9*

Sunshine Cream

Lunch
A

HOTEL URMEY

In the heart ot all activities.
Beautiful rooms and high
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates: (European Plan)
Single rooms $2.50 per day
upwards
Double rooms $5.00 per day
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe In the .
Building
Ownership-Management *
AWILLIAM M. LRMEY ,

GOLD DUST

up in milk

ing the winter months.

Miss Agnes Studley, daughter it
Robert Studley of Glencove, was re
cently graduated with honors from
the Boston Children's Hospital, hav
ing completed a three-year course in
nursing, some months of report spent
at Simmons College, Peter Bent
Brigham, Boston Lying-In and Dea
coness Hospital of Boston. She
has a position at the Children's Hos
pital, and assumed her new duties
March 1.

24i Lbs GOLD MEDAL FLOUR

Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery

REAL VALUES IN AUTO REPAIRING

Family Washings

Let Us Estimate on Any Job Your Car May Need
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

Called For and Delivered

DOLLIVER & SIMMONS
Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R

65 LIMEROCK STREET,
ROCKLAND
(Formerly C. W. Hopkins Garage)

ai&

W15'

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

ROCKLAND DISTRICT
aoU '

GROCERS
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The Carpenters Union meets to
morrow night at Painters hall.
Hereafter the carpenters will meet
COMTNO NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
on
the second and fourth Wednes At Yesterday’s Town Meetings In Knox County—Soma
March 7—Boy Scout rally ln South
Thomaaton.
days
of each month.
March 7—17.30 p. m.) Rockland High
Lively Contests For Office
va. Camden High, baaketball to deter
mine championship of Knox and Lin
The
annual
W.C.T.U.
meeta:
speak

coln League, at Rockland High Oym.
March 7—Second District Council of ing contest conducted In the Junior
ST. GEORGE
propriations were reduced accord
the American Legion Auxiliary meeta In
"The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.”
Union
High School takes place tomorrow
So many voters wanted to take part ingly.
Murch 9—Final dramatic criticism In
A publication of Robert McBride
morning at the 8.30 assembly at the in yesterdays town meeting that the
Pres. Roosevelt, March 4, 1933.
Methebesec Club series.
Joseph T. Simmons was re-elected & Company was “I Was a Spy" by
March 11—Limerock Valley Pomona high school auditorium. The public
meets with Pleasant Valley Orange.
treasurer,
and
will
serve
without
pay.
SR.O. sign was necessary. Several
Martha McKenna, once condemned to
March 13—Vlnalhaven town meeting.
is invited.
live contests had been scheduled, but As tax collector he will receive two be shot. This is a story of her career
March 13—Camden annual town meet
ing.
even those had to share the day's per cent, as last year.
in espionage. Here are a few of her v
March 13—Lincolnville town meeting.
Golden Rod Cnapter. O.E.S., meets
March 13—Friendship annual town
The big fight of the day was over exploits:
meeting.
Friday night, with the new officers
road commissioner, for which office
March 17—13 to 930) Regular meet
She worked In a German base hos
ln the chairs. There will be no de
ing of the Woman's Educational Club.
there were four candidates, A. J. pital while a spy in the Allied Cause,
March 17—St. Patricks Day charity
bridge sponsored by Helen Chapman gree work, but there will be ballot
Rawley, C. M. Thompson, Maynard was decorated by the Kaiser with the i
Maude Blodgett, Carolyn Stewart and ing. and a short program. Supper
H. Gardner and C. F. Taylor. Taylor Iron Cross.
Thelma Stevens
March 20—Washington town meeting at 6 will be in charge of Mrs. Orace
withdrew after the first ballot and
March 20—Rockport town meeting.
She revealed to the British head- j
Veazie and Mrs. Mary Ladd.
March 27—Thomaston town meeting
Gardner followed suit after the sec quarters the plans for the greatest of
March 22—Budget campaign of Pratt
ond ballot. On the third ballot Raw- the Zeppelin raids on London.
Memorial M E. Church.
Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.,
March 27-30—Farm and Home Week at
ley had 171 votes and Thompson 155.
Orono.
She hobnobbed with a German of
March 29-Aprll 1—American Legion is to have a card party tomorrow
This scale of wages was fixed: Road ficer in order to learn the personal |
food fair at Masonic building.
afternoon at Grand Army hall, with
commissioner, $4; ordinary la"borers,
April 10—Easter Sunday.
movements of the Kaiser.
June 14-13—Orand Army and allied Mrs. Bemice Jackson in charge.
In making purchases here you may use checks as for
$3.50; trucks. $9; tractors $10; horsebodies meet ln Bangor.
She assumed control of a German
June 25-30—Rotary International holds Circle supper at 6. with Mrs. Amelia
drawn vehicles, $6 50.
field
telephone,
while
disguised
as
a
Its world convention In Boston.
merly . . . and whether you purchase or not we will be glad
Carter and Mrs. Elizabeth Barton
Superintendent of Schools F. L. S.
German soldier, and gave false in
as housekeepers, will be followed by
WEATHER
Morse thought the department could
formation.
to cash your checks as far as we are able.
March is certainly providing plenty the evening business session.
get along on $10,000. An attempt for
She was caught and condemned to
It took three ballots to elect him yes a closer shave was unsuccessful.
of variety in the weather line. Rainy
be shot, but she lived to write
Mrs. Iola Rector was the winner of
terday, but Al is still smiling
It was voted to float a bond issue of
all last week, fair SaturdUy, and
“I Was a Spy", which has an in
the ladies' graceful skating contest at
Intelligent people have always recognized the value of
$16,000
to
cover
all
loans
outside
of
turning suddenly frigid on Sunday
troduction by the Rt. Hon. Winston
the Spanish Villa rink last week and
road
bonds.
and Monday; moderating today, and
Churchill.
Good Credit and the convenience of a charge account. How
thus qualified for the contest to de glory with the exciting debates over
The almshouse will be discontinued,
the warning by Rideout that over
• • • •
cide the champion lady skater of the school question and the proposed private parties to board the inmates
northern New England tonight there
righty they are is shown in emergencies like this. Open a
Also from the press of McBride for
Knox County. Twenty-one of the appropriation of $200 for the ath at $5 per week. Details were left
will be snow, changing to sleet or
letic
grounds.
It
was
past
10
o'clock
February are ‘The Crowning of
fair sex entered, and when the votes
charge account and Pay Monthly By Check.
with the overseers.
rain. Barometer This morning 30 were counted Mrs. Rector had won by when the last voter had his say.
Technocracy" by John Lardner and
An appropriation of $200 for main
and falling; temperature <in Boston) one vote over Mrs. Myrle Dudley who
A meeting of this sort needs a good
Thomas Sugrue. a hilarious lampoon ’;
36; here. 25 at 8 o'clock and wind finished second. Mrs. Effie Walsh moderator, and had one in the per tenance of the athletic grounds was of the fighting word among engineers. I ’
northeast. Yesterday morning tem was a close third. The next contest son of Deputy Sheriff Granville N. defeated 76 to 49. but Alfred C. Hock and “The Eyes of Love" by Warwick
ing felt that the issue had not been Deeping, described as an "unconvenperature 12; at noon 25 with strong takes place Thursday night.
Bachelder.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
properly
presented, and after listen
northwest wind and brilliant sun
C E. Wheeler, veteran town clerk,
tional love story".
a • a *
shine.
Rumor has it that Adelbert L. Miles was re-elected, with a good sized mar- ing to his convincing statement an
ney to Monte Carlo, from New York
other vote was taken, resulting 123 to
ls soon to resign as recorder of the | gin over Roy Meservey.
The old battle wages around the to Singapore.
38
in
favor
of
the
appropriation.
Fred H. Smalley had no opposition
Eagles meet tonight with supper Rockland Municipal Court by virtue
fairy tale os fiercely as ever. Parents
It was voted to concur with Rock
from 5.30 to 6.
of having practically removed from for first selectman. Fred S. Seavey
boasting of wisdom, say fairy tales
land
in
the
matter
of
daylight
saving.
Not many of us like to read learned
the city. Ensign Otis, who would was re-elected second selectman, re
are lies and consequently must not
The total amount raised by appro
books, even though reading them will
Rockland Encampment, 1.0 OF., doubtless have been appointed Judge, ceiving 164 votes to 134 for Charles
be
told
to
children,
while
other
priation was $31,659. the principal
will rehearse the Patriarchal degree but for the fact that a Republican Harriman. For third selectman L. R.
parents, boasting of an equal wis improve our minds, but we do—if we !
items
being;
Wednesday night.
Appointment was to be made, is being A. Whitehouse had a wide margin over
dom. claim fairy tales contain the are readers—have blank places In our ■
Schools. $10,000.
pi eminently mentioned as Mr. Miles' Fred Pratt.
eeed
of beauty therein which all minds where information about van- j
Insurance on school buildings, $120.
It was perfectly amazing yesterday successor His appointment would
A motion to cut the selectmen's
children should have Listen to what ous famous writers ought to be, and |
Support of poor. $5000.
to see how many persons had devel give satisfaction regardless of party, salaries 20 per cent, was amended to
Angelo Patri, wisest of child educa we haven't been able to find anything j
Miscellaneous. $2500
pleasant to do about it In Burton i
oped an interest in checks.
both because of his ability, and the 10 per cent, only to be defeated. The
tors, has to say about the matter;
Salaries of town officers. $1800.
Rascoe's "Titans of Literature" we i
fact that it is very necessary that one pay was fixed the same as last yeaj-,
“
There
is
truth
in
fairy
tales.
It
is
Reduction of town debt, $2000.
There will be a Harmonica Band of the court officials should be a but later the selectmen volunteered to
wrapped up in the words of the story find the solution to our problem. Mr. j
meeting tonight at 7 o’clock at the Rockland man.
take a 10 per cent cut if other ap
as a jewel is wrapped for safe keeping. Rascoe acts upon his conviction that
(Continued on Page Six)
MEN'S MEDIUM HEAVY WORK PANTS at
$1.00
home of Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn.
The child's power to discover it is you and I cannot understand the lit
TWO BROADCLOTH SHIRTS for .................................................... $1.03
The experiment of attempting a
erature
of
any
period,
unless
we
!
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
It was voted by the City Govern beyond question. With the agile fin
HEAVY WORK SHIRTS ........................................................................... 50e
Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M., meets major sales event in winter as shown night, with the usual circle supper.
ment last night to discontinue three gers of his imagination he unwraps realize that the titans of literature
BOYS' PANTS OF ALL KINDS
$1.00, $1.50, $1 98
were
men
very
much
like
the
men
we
j
tonight at 7.30 with D.D.O.M. John by Saturday's Inaugural Day Spe
of the city teams April 1st and to sell lt and claims it for hit own. He knows
MEN'S HEAVY OVERALLS ........................................................ $1.00
Mitchell of Friendship present for cials proved rather indefinite due to
There will be a reheasal of the new the horses. The drivers will be giver, in the profound depths of his im see about us all the time. So in his
the sudden eclipse of business activi officers of Golden Rod Chapter, employment as far as possible.
official visitation.
AND OTHER GOODS AT EQUALLY LOW PRIC ES
agination that there are giants to be i entertaining book we learn, for in- ]
ty Just before noon by the bank news. O.ES, tomorrow night at 6.30 at the
slain and that his is the sword that stance, that Sappho was in a way like
Our New Spring Sweaters have Juxt arrived and we'll l»e only too
Edna St. Vincent Millay; that Shake- j
Frank K. Gardner died Sunday at However a careful check up showed I Temple.
These persons were last night must slay them. And so do you.
glad to show you. If we haven't the goods you want, you won't hurt
the home of his son Frank. 204 Ran an indisputable access of business ■
speare
W’as like George M. Cohan
__
drawn for traverse Jury service at
"It ls not necessary to explain to a
i
our
feelings at all in telling us so.
kin street. Funeral at the residence over normal during the morning
Is there somebody in town who has the May term of Superior Court: child that the giant is a wrong and that Boccaccio was like Earnest
today at 2 o’clock.
Hemingway.
Written
with
wit
and
hours and the streets were thronged more gray paint than he needs. Thc Ralph L. Smith, Arthur P Haines. the beanstalk is the thought upon
all day. Several merchants noted gea Scouts would appreciate a dona- George F. Ryan. Frederick H. Cates, which he is nourished and"that ‘the j humor' each chapter forms a literary
' Louis R. Oates. Patrick A. McAuliffe sword Is the blade of his tempered ftnd biographical essay giving a
Leo Sheshong, district governor, business well above average Satur- j t;on for their boat.
will be the speaker at tomorrow's day in spite of adverse weather and
and Sanford H. Welt.
spirit He knows it It is only thc I
of the literary |
meeting of the Lions Club which disquieting news. All in all, the in
Charles L. Robinson is writins j Manager Allen of the Spanish selfish, the disillusioned adult who ’Utans of the Period unrieT considmeans that the boys should all be on dications up to noon, pointed to a with a handsome new fountain pen. j Villa rink has signed Forrest Hamil- hides it all and denies its truth.
eration' » offers “IlveIy learnlng"deck.
"The truth of.the adult ls not al- a gTand book'
large success for the event and may ' his reward for selling the most ton of Portland. "Maine's champion
be taken to prove that such an af- J tickets for the recent milk fund con- j speed skater," and Fred “Jeff ways as true as he would like to beAnother carload of flour arrived in fair can be staged to advantage in ! cert.
; Mealy. Knox County's champion, to lieve. Facts are not always the hard |
this city yesterday and will be dis winter.
-------race for the State championship. and fast things he supposes or like? j
tributed Saturday among the needy.
Joseph Hamlin, the veteran Maine j March 20. 21 and 22, the distance to to believe they are Facts have a way
BORN
Levi Flint of the American Legion
Central brakeman Ls laid up with ! be two, three and five miles. Ham- of slipping from under one at crucial i
OAKES—At Vlnalhaven. March 2. to Mr
Post is ln charge of this task.
and Mrs Donald Oakes. a son. Oareth an injured knee as the result of in- llton writes that he is in great shape moments.
MIchal.
J juries received at Bath recently and “Jeff" is training hard at the
“How much bravery and courage to
Thomaaton. March 4.
Mayor Richardson, City Marshal OILLCHREST-At
to Mr and Mrs Jmes Oillchrest. a ' while handling air-hose. He ts un rink every night and is confident dare and to do Jack the Giant Killer
daughter. Sally Mabelle
Richardson. City Solicitor Pike, and
that he will beat Hamilton for the has fathered in its day nobody can
—At Union. Feb 27. to Mr and able to walk.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran. Sr., ar AUSTIN
Mr. Lloyd Richard Austin. I Martha
-------A
title. Confetti party tonight.
say. How much Joy and hope Cin
Gorden). a daughter. Fay Lois.
rived home yesterday from Wash
It has been a matter of regret that
derella has brought to the millions '
THOMPSON—At Friendship. March 4. to
ington with thrilling stories of the
The advisory committee of th» i of children who know her story can
Mr and Mrs. CHfton W Thompson, a Rockland has not had the oppor
son. Clifton W. Jr..
Inaugural.
Knox
County Fish and Game Asso never be measured by realists. These j
tunity for some time to have a play
_____
•
MARRIED
coached by Adelyn Bushnell. A wel ciation dined at The Thorndike last stories serve their purpose and having
Dr. Walter P. Conley is attending AMES-AGNEW—At Friendship. March 4. come announcement ls that such a night, and then adjourned to thc c?rved change ,nt0 EOmethlng sus.
by Rev Mr Timberlake Oakley Ames
the convention of the New England
of Cushing and Miss Oertrude Agnew play is to be presented in the near grill for a discussion of important ] talnlng and insplring T would Just
of
Hartford. Conn
Council of Optometrists at the Statler
matters, among these the question of as soon cut out the multiplication
BURCH-PO6T—At Rockport. March 2. future, for the benefit of the Uni
in Boston, having arrived from
by Rev. O. F Currier. Robert I. Burch versalist Woman's Society. It will cpen time on moose, which are now table as to blot out the old fairy tales j
and Miss Emily Post, both of St.
Florida last Friday on the steamship
Oeorge.
be "Minick." a three-act comedy by viewed by some persons as a menace, that have made childhood happier
Shawnee. A smooth sea marked the W1NSLOW-KINQ- At Rockland. Feb 28.
and which appear to be especially I down through the ages.
Carr. Charles M Wlns- George Kaufman and Edna Ferber
by Rev H HWMi
passage from Jacksonville. DtvConMiss Bushnell in addition to coach- i Plentlful 111 St Geor^ 11 was karncd
low of Rockland and Prances E
“I am heartily sorry for the poor j
of Ingraham Hill
ley is due in Rockland tomorrow.
i ing will have the leading feminine that strong petitions were being 1 child who never knew Santa Claus.
I sent from Knox County favoring a I grieve for the child who is given no
DIED
role, with Marshall Bradford playing
There wiil be another polo game in GARDNER -At Rockland. March 5.
brief open period. On the other hanu books that deal with fairies. And I
Frank K. Gardner, aged 64 years. 4 the role of "Minick." Others of the
Waldoboro tomorrow night, when
1 there was an expression of regrt t that pity the poor dears who are brought
i«tst
include
Mrs.
C.
E.
Rollins,,
,
, „
Waldoboro and Bath will fight lt out.
oclock from the home. 204 Rankin I
this animal, now so scarce in the
street.
|
Mrs.
E.
W.
Peaslee,
Mrs.
Oeorge
H.
_
’
,
. . . up on the toys of realists, guns, tnaafter a preliminary game. Waldoboro
. ,,
,
,,
United States should be exterminated. : chines, and dull wooden blocks.
huBi of Friendship M,rch s> E1U* Welch. Mrs. Blanche Morton, Mrs
wil' have practically the same lineup HHurd
I They are being cheated and starved.
—At Elmore. March 7. James H Mary Bunker. Mrs. Cleveland Sleep- ;
PIANO LESSONS
that made such a good showing HUNTER
Hunter, aged 86 years. 11 months. 14
The food of the spirit, the stimulus
er,
Jr..
Miss
Vada
Clukey,
Miss
Isai
days
Funeral
Friday
at
1
o'clock
against the more experienced Rock
You’ll find the practice interesting,
Private—1-2 Hour, 5Cc
from late residence
j of the imagination, the beauty and
bel
Kirkpatrick.
E.
R.
Veazie.
Frank
land team. Bath offers this lineup: WATTS—At Tenant s Harbor. March 7.
mystery
of
truth,
are
being
withheld
5
Call MISS LAMB
helpful and profitable. You’ll find in
Wilbur E Watts, aged 81 years. 4 Tibbetts. Joseph Emery, Dr. R. L
Doyle lr. Brawn 2r, Savage c, Kim
months. 11 days Funeral Thursday Stratton and Robert Gardner. The ,
from them, and no good can come
ball hb. Red Donnell g.
Tel. 1018-M
at 1.30 o'clock from Davis tt Son's
I of It.”
The Courier-Gazette many items that
chapel. Thomaston
definite date of its presentation will
Rockland
• • * •
HURD—At Rockland. March S. Ellis A.
annol,nrMt in a f(,a.
Hurd of Friendship, aged 79 years. 4 I oe announced in a lew days,
The annual Bates College Inter
26-27
are helpful to you in carrying out your
Eugene O'Neill is not familiar to
months. 20 days. Funeral Wednesday
scholastic basketball tournament at
at 2 o'clock from the Friendship Ad
more
than
a
dozen
in
the
profession
vent Church.
Lewiston wil] be held Friday and Sat
daily affairs . . . menus, household
—At Camden. March 8. Mrs Lucy
he exalts. Another successful play
urday. and unfortunately Knox Coun OERRY
Gerry, aged 97 years. 6 months. 11
wright. George Kaufman, waits
days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock
hints, fashion notes, health sugges
ty will not be represented. The
from Oood’s funeral home.
until the house is filled on opening
competing teams are South Port WATTS—At Somerville, Mass.. March 3.
j nights and takes a seat in the last
tions. And, probably most valuable of all, you’ll find
William 8 Watts, a native of Thomas
land. Deering, Cheverus, Thornton
ton.
| row of the balcony, hurrying away
Academy, Edward Little. Lewiston. ACHORN—At Waldoboro. March 5. Flora
that clipping items from the advertisements not only
j before the curtain drops. Few people
B . wife of Clenhan Achorn. aged 70
Rumford and Morse High. Rockland
years, 9 months. 2 days.
Funeral
have
met
Edna
St.
Vincent
Mllfay.
Wednesday at 1130 o'olock from late
High lost its chance when twice de
saves you shopping time but actually accomplishes
residence. Interment In Hallowell.
In other words, many of the so-called
feated by Morse.
MAYHEW—At Rockland. March 7. Trygreat people are "shrinking violets.”
phene A., widow of John Mayhew,
important savings in your budget.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

BUSINESS AS USUAL

AT SENTER CRANE’S

AYER’S

1

\

BOYS’ ZIPPER JACKETS, $2.50

WILLIS AYER

READ
The

COURIER-GAZETTE
with SCISSORS
in HAND

BUSINESS AS USUAL

An egg within an egg. and both of
the hard-shelled type, was Alderman
Ralph P. Conant's contribution to the
egg editor's collection yesterday. The
combination measured 7x8% Inches,
and weighed 4H ounces. The inside
egg weighed 1% ounces, Mr Conant
estimates The Rhode Island Red
hen which produced this double-Joint
er has got such a swelled head that
its comb will scarcely stay on.

PAPER FOLLOWS YOU

If you are a subscriber to
The Courier-Gazette and Bre
leaving home for any time, long
or snort, let us mail the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
office, or mall a card. The paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stofFon notice when you ar
rive home. Therc will be no
charge.

aged 91 years. 10 months. 7 days. Fu
neral Thursday at 2 o'clock from
Bowes it Crozier funeral home.
MOODY—At Washington. March
4.
Rufus S. Moody, aged 81 years. 2
months. 12 days. Funeral Tuesday at
1 o'clock from Methodist Church In
Union.

IN MEMORIAM
Tn loving memory of Frank E Wells,
who passed away March I. 1930.
Nothing but sad memories since that
sad day.
When the one we loved was called away.
Oone Is the face we loved so dear
Silent ls the voice we loved to hear.
In silence he suffered.
In patience he bore.
Sincere and true ln heart and mind
A beautiful memory he left behind.
•
Sadly missed by Mother.
IN MEMORIAM
Julia Shaw. Mother
Every year the Father calleth
Some loved ones to endless rest;
And our hearts, though filled with
anguish.
Can but cry. He knoweth best.

• $ • •

We will carry on as usual during

the present situation, accepting
local checks in payment of ac

counts from those who usually pay

by check, but not receiving checks

on new accounts.

A. C. McLOON & CO.

AN APPRECIATION

Through the columns of The CourierGazette we wish to express our apprecia
tion of the many acts of kindness and
consideration shown us during the 111iiess and death of our husband and
father.
Abbie C. Campbell stid family.

"At the Frigldalre Sign"

THE BICKNELL

603 MAIN STREET

Dale Collins, author of “The Senti
mentalists," has a new novel out this
month—"Lost" is the name (BobbsMerrill). The idea for “Lost" came
to Mr. Collins when he was rounding
the south of New Zealand in the City
of Delphi. Through driving spume
he saw the twin brother of the lost
Thompson Island, which had a habit
j of disappearing and which had
haunted his imagination ever since
he first heard of it years ago. He and
his wife had signed on as honorary
steward and stewardess at a shilling
a month aboard this freighter and
traveled a hundred thousand miles in
her, three times around the world.
So this Australian knows a ship's
company from long acquaintance.
His characters are drawn from sea
captains, stokers, planters, tourists,
celebrities, and chance companions
i he has happened upon ln a roving
' career that has taken him from SidI

Make your shopping list from the ads . . . then
go out and buy.

Show the salesmen In the

stores the items that interested you in their ad
vertisements . . . they are anxious to show you

the things you want.

And they appreciate that

they are wise shoppers and good customers who

organize their buying through the advertise
ments.

THE
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MEN’S ZIPPER JACKETS, $3.00
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A FEEDING STATION

lv.

FOR TEN DAYS
ALL

WORK

AT SUBSTANTIAL

THOSE GRAND ARMY FAIRS

Miss Burpee Tells Garden
Clubs of Birds Which Visit Here Is a Review Of the One Held In 1886, A* Told
In Columns Of “The Reveille”
Her Premises

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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In response to the numerous re
quests for the paper Miss Ada Car’..'-1 Whi n the Past Presidents' Associa - interest would be waning toward the
PRICE REDUCTION
14
ifr
17
,■
ton Burpee gave beiore the Garden I t;o“ of Fdwin Libby Relief Corps re- last. In this, however, they were mis
Club Tuesday afternoon, it ls print. 1! c nUy held its annual meeting, one of taken. for long before the evening's
FT
ll
USUAL GUARANTEE
herewith. Miss Bui pee, who is an tlie high lights was the reading by entertainment closed, it was found
24
outstanding authority on birds, give; M! s Lucy E. Rhodes of extracts from that nearly every department had
•
All Jobs Delivered Inside of
completely
sold
out;
the
tables
were
papers
publif'.icd
in
connection
witii
in this paper much of information
SS 34
!T il b
S8
il
Four Days
I and pleasure, certain to be of valu- fairs conducted by Edwin Libby Pos’, bare, the booths deserted, and the
Delegations re
I tc bird lovers. The subject cf he: G.A R . and Relief Corps many years kitchens empty.
ib
i 3b
37
35
paper is: "Bird Stories and Ohserva- ago. These urique little papers were turned from the bakeries and grocery
an.
qo
41
JEWELER
yr
t:ons at a Feeding Station." She in the possession of Miss Rhodes' par stores to say they were closed
Bi}. Octavus Roq Cohere
ents. Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Rhodes, whose Nothing could be done, and waiters
said:
304 MAIN ST.,
AT CARVER'S
44
1
patriotic record is an enviable one and committees, exasperated, betook
• • • •
WNU .OOVlfcO
41
CoyVU/VA fliMr** CdM«a/
We are coming mere and more t' Mr. Rhodes was a member of the gai- themselves to the gallery to escape
hT
i 47
4o
85
the conviction that the universe is li-nt 6th Maine Eattery. a commander the constant reminders of ‘what
"Nothing. She admits visiting Pat
SYNOPSIS
\V$fun/ote
foo\e^
governed by great and wise laws and of Edwin Libby Post GAR, and a might have been.' Their first pangs
’ Thayer, but that Is all."
50 i 51
49
CHAPTER I.—Antonette Peyton,
“Of course she denies killing him.
that our health and happiness depen 1 director on its board for many years of disappointment over, a kindlier
eenlor at the southern university of
came upon them as they
Marland, resents Paterson Thayer's doesn’t she?”
5Z 58 59
5b
more fun foltno* tc a large extent on our compEanc ■ Mis. Rhodes (Lettie) was thc firs’, feeling
55
51 ST 54
attentions to Ivy Welch, seventeen"Sure. She says they had a talk
with these laws In the physical vies president of Edwin Libby Relief looked down upon the dancers, many
year-old coed, snd there is s stormy
and she came away, leaving him
scene, ending with bitter recrimina
b5
world we are paying more attention Corp and its second president, and of whom had cotne hungry to the ball
bl
bl
b°
tions, the tension being Increased by
perfectly happy ftnd healthy. But
intending to give the fair a benefit
Max Vernon, another student, long
a
’
o
served
as
president
of
the
Wool

tc
diet,
to
the
need
of
sunshine,
fresa
that ain't the point. Jim: There'a
Thayer's friend, reproaching Ivy for
bb
w
It was no uncommon incident for a
b5
en's State Relief Oorps.
air. rest and recreation.
“breaking a date " with him. Thayer
something queer between her and
and vernon threaten each other.
A word of introduction regarding man to hand a waiter a dollar for a
In the Nature World it is amazir:
Thayer. I asked her about It and
$
b7
b&
sometimes to watch thc working ou the papers is not amiss. “The Big cup of coffee and plate of toast and
CHAPTBB II—Mara Weloh. Ivy's j she got right white — but she '
brother, aratessoe at the univer
wouldn't say boo. I accused her
of law and order through the life his Boy." 1882. was edited by Dr. Benja refuse any money back. The ban was
sity, Is appealed to oy Tony Peyton
of holding something hack, and she
to end hls sister's friendship with
min Wiliams and was one of the well patronized, the towns of Cam- I
VERTICAL (Cont.)
tories of lower form cf existence.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Thayer. Welch and Tony Peyton
allowed she didn't care to discuss
12- Eagle
1-Said to a cat
51- Snare
Birds seem to have been given a brightest papers ever printed by the den. Thomaston. South Thomaston
are In love with each other. Welch
the case any further."
13- Recompense
52- To rush off in a
does not see what he can do In the
S-To be upright
definite work to do. and their prelec Pc..?. "The Reveille" awoke the citi- Warren and Union being represented
matter. Tony then tells him she Is
“And this chap, Welch?”
21-At any time
panic
1O-Stocky part of a
married to Thayer, but Is hls wife
tion is being stressed by our depai:- ziii' cf Rccklar d and vicinity tnd for The music was excellent, the com
23-A measure of length
56-Goes along
“It don’t look a bit healthy for
plant
only ln name.
aimlessly
14-To remove the akin
(Pl.)
ments of agriculture. Much has been fcur evenings filled Farwell hall. In pany well behaved, and everything
film. First of all. Thayer was run
25-Not at any time
CHAPTER III.—Larry determines
60-Combining form.
16-A thick soup
ning around with Ivy Welch—
learned by comping reports from 1889 came "Thc Vidette," and in 1894 passed along without a disturbing in
to see Thayer and end hls dissocia
27-Sumptuous
repast
Equal
16- Small opening in
that’s Larry’s kid sister: pretty
tion with Ivy. Tony persuades him
iifferent sections of thc country, and "The Volunteers" appropriately char cident."
61-Revolving part of a 28-A lighted coal
the akin
to wait until she haa appealed to
•
•
•
•
little trick Just seventeen years old. I
machine
29-Aboundlng In reeds
her husband. She does ao. visiting
by banding. By observation one of acterizing thc elicits of the Post to
17- lreland (Poet.)
Whether there wns anything be
him In his room at a fraternity
Among prizes drawn at the fair
30-To dig
It-Oiacolored
with
ink
63-Annoy
recruit
its
funds.
The
success
of
the
ig
may
contribute
some
bit
of
vaiuSee
that
bloodthirsty
magi*
house. Max Vernon, living in the same
tween them there shouldn't be, I
64-An accessory cover-32-Port of Rome
19Solltary
the
four
evenings
are
noted:
house, arrives and goes to his room.
able information, beside the pica ui-* campaign was Largely due to the
33- To return an
can’t say—and Welch won't. But
ing of a seed
cian saw thc lovely lady in
Tony ends her visit to Thayer and
20- To destroy the
Barrel of flour, donated by Cobb
departs. Vernon leaves the house al
of fascinating contact with these gov beauty of the Volunteers, for the two
impulse
i
65- Appearing as if
even
If
there
wasn't,
and
he
thought
vigor
of
half!
most Immediately afterwards, vis
34- To piece unfavor
gnawed
drills of the battalion of young ladies Wight & Co., went to Mrs. J. D. May
22-Carried off
little artisans.
there was—I reckon Welch would
ibly ln a state of excitement. He
able to the wind
The lamp presented by Mrs. E. L.
66- Plunder
has a oundle. carelessly tied, ap
24-Level
be a pretty bad hombre."
In identifying birds, color is not al caused the hearL of tiie men to
parently clothing to be renovated,
(Oba.)
26- Native of Scotland 67- Traversed on
Esterbrook
was
awarded
to
holder
oi
"What
else
you
got
against
him?"
under hia arm.
ways dependable, as it changes some tremble with such trepidation that
37-Those who foratall
horseback
27Oiaeovered
“Welch was the last person
40- Tormentor
68- Reclaim
what witn the seasons, ana at times is they all succumbed and were willing ticket No 19—H. M Brown Jr.
31-To condense and
CHAPTER IV.—Welch's appeal to
known to have been In Thayer's
Mrs. Verrill's vase went to C. F
41- Fitted to be chosen
Ivy to end her affair with Thayer Is
hold by absorption 59-G’rt'a name
prisoners.
‘
Tlie
Fair
Child"
1397
was
drab
with
no
distirguishing
marks
fruitless. He determines to see J room before Mike Carmicino, the
43- Cesse
35High
Turkish
official
Tuttle.
Thayer. Despite Ivy's protestations
‘he female, also, for protective pui published for the fair of Sept.
44- Jewish month
Janitor, discovered the hody. He
VERTICAL
36- Endows with
he does so. and after he leaves. Car
Easy chair drawn by Jonathan
poses being lea highly colored 21-22-13.
46-Figure of speech
micino, frat house Janitor, finds
seemed sore when he went to see
authority
Thayer dead, stabbed In the throat 1 Thayer, and he left In' s hurry.
Crockett.
B • • B
(Rhet.)
1- Moved rapidly
38- Obterve
Identification ls very simple if we re
Heagan, Marland's police chief, takes
48-Man’e name
Ton of coal presented by A. J. Bud
2- Attention
39- ln bed
charge of the case.
! Tnen the body was found. But even
From "The Reveille" dated Nov. 18.
member that birds are divided int?
50-Worship
3- Melody
40- Volcano on island
If all that wasn't enough, there's
families, and each family has certain 1886, is an editorial from the Rock & Co., was taken by A. Ross Weeks
CHAPTER V—The Marland bank
52- To box
4- Offered
of Martinique
ls robbed of flou.000. the robber es , something else."
Steel
engraving,
presented
by
Spear
5- Mueical instrument 53- A tropical plant
land Free Press:
characteristics.
41-And elsewhere
caping with the money after being
“You mean about Miss Peyton beA- May. went to E. W. Berry.
54- Dry
6- A large cask
ahot and apparently badly wounded
(Latin, abbr.)
The swallow family con sist of barn
"The fair hcld b.v Edwin Libby Post
Jim Hanvey, famous detective, gro j tng Welch's girl?”
55- Engliah school
7- Large flat-bottom
42- Seed (Oba.)
Silk umbrella presented by N. E
tesquely obese, and. good natured,
swallows, bank, cliff, tree and the and Relief Corps, closed with the
57- Measure of length
“Exactly. Ajid she had heen to
boats
43- Help
conies lo Investigate the robbery
What’s this? ... When she
Clothing
House,
taken
by
Miss
Annie
purple martin. These are birds of th? gtand ball, which was attended by tlie
58- Horae't gait
8- Turnips (Scot.)
Thayer's room before that. Welch
44-Girl’s name
Randolph Fiske, the bank president,
Conant.
gets into the box, she finds
tells Hanvey he believes Max Ver j is cuckoo about Miss Peyton, “ome
59- A bristle (Bot.)
9- To set aside
45- Meeting places
air.
and
take
their
food
on
the
wir.g,
biggest
company
the
hall
could
hold
non was driving the car In which
62-Suffix denoting
Banjo, presented by Albert Smith
10-Rends
47-To radiate
body tells Larry she has Jus’ paid
another little girl in there
the robber got away.
and their flight is s'rong and graceful and the dancers to the delicious music
full of
,11-To blow a horn
49-Small part
ticket
98.
S
A
Burpee.
a visit to Pat Thayer ta ..re 'oom.
These birds have a small bill.
before her. . . .
of th? Orpheus Club stepped out thc
--------------R
(Solution
to
Previous. Puxzle)
Doll,
presented
by
Mrs.
Grace
CHAPTER VI. CONTINUED
so wbat does Welch do but hotfoot
The bill ls one of the first marks to time in merry style. Never anywher«
Austin,
to
T.
.E
Simonton.
It down to flnd out what the h—L
look for. The warbler family has a tbar. at this fair did patriots cat and
FRIENDSHIP
Hat presented by Mrs. Hanrahan,
R A N K c E 1 L
Ain't tt reasonable that he’d be boil
long slender bill, as their food is drink more freely to the honor and
• "1 won't,” promised Hanvey.
E NT E R
ing over under those circum
A T E R
ticket
33
—
Mrs.
A.
J.
Crockett.
“Fifteen minutes later Farnum
taken frcm the unfolding leaves in g'.ory of their beloved country. We
The Aspinet. Capt. Almon M. Wal
1 S
stances?"
WO R L D
Toilet
set,
ticket
4.
Mrs.
E.
K
and Gleason flnd out they're still
sprmg. in thc form of aphis. The understand the amount received was
lace. returned home Sunday from
"Uh-huh. I've seen lots of fellers
O S S 1
L s
N 1 L
Glover.
not immune to shocks when an
finches have a bill short and blur:, upward' cf $1700. of which $1315 will
Portland where she carried 6000
get fightin’ mnd at less."
r E c T
EV A
C E
other guy comes down the hiil
A. J. Crockett drew on Friday nigh:
which is fitted to open seeds. The be netted.
pounds of lobster from the local Tre“
And
this
ain't
less.
Jim.
There's
Rl E F E R s
S|L to V E N
to the fraternity house and in
mbber
boots,
clothes
wruiger
and
a
Onc girl is thc htad you see
still more. I arrested Welch the
purple finch and evening giosbeuk
fethern pound to the tame company
“Friday, the iast day of the fair,
w E
quires for I’at Thayer.”
E R
minute I could get my hands on
... onc is the feet... the saw
ire members of this family, and a. proved very satisfactory. As the end tarrel of flour.
in Portland
“Gosh!” murmured Jim. “they
rs L s E R E N E
A
R
Miss
Lizzie
O'Donnell
won
a
muff
him, and had a long heart-to-heart
seen in apple trees, where a few approached, the various committees
Lewis J. Bums spent the weekend
cuts the wood—not the body!
must have thought he was a popu
E R O S
H oIp
R A
talk with him. and all 1 can tell
lar guy. Who was this new feller?”
apples are left on the trees, cr have became more cautious in their prepa- by votes.
in
Portland.
A1 D A R N
E l
yon,
Jim,
ts
that
that
feller
lied
to
1
Doll's
name.
Corinne,
not
being
“A professor! And a whale of a
Carlisle T. Lash has returned Lo
fallen to the ground. The wood- , rations and mare economical in their
S C
E V|E R V (
gue-sed by anyone, the names ve:c his home in Cambridge. Mass., after
fine feller, too. He only graduated me like a souovagun.”
peckers
and
nuthatches
have
a
long
e
I
a
S E 1 N E
£
expenditures, supposing the public
E
“Nor
shaken in a hat and drawn by Mrs visiting his mother Mrs. Jessie Lash
last June and before that he was
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE powerful bill, to drill under the bark
“Yes. Absolutely. It was posi
E R E T N
the best athlete this college ever
Frank D. Lamb.
tively
shameful
the
way
he
lied
.
.
.
of
trees,
in
search
of
larvae
or
eggs
of
for 10 days.
settled. Some ornithologists believe
had. His name is Welch—Larry
and you know as well as me, Jim.
insects. This food seems to contain the sparrow consumes insect pests
Capt. Josiah Poland is improving
Welch—and. while I hate to land It
death. He had been ln failing health
The general committee consisted
that when a suspect lies all the way
thc properties of suet, as near perhaps and the starlings are known to feed
from a recent illness
on him, he's got a pretty rotten
since August when he was in a hospi
through
he's
either
pretty
deep
or
of:
A
J.
Crockett,
general
chairman.
tie-up with Thayer.”
as we can come to it. The bluebirds on the tent caterpillar, but the good
Horace Flanders has gone ta
knows who Is. Am 1 right?"
Eenjamin Williams. J. W. Crocker,
tal in that place for a month due to
"How?”
depend chiefly on insects taken some the starling docs is overbalanced by
Georges Island for the season.
“
Right."
heart disease. He leaves a brotherJno. Crockett, R. Anderson. Oeorge
“In the flrst place, this Miss Pey
Gleason Perry of Camden visited
times from the air anti sometimes the quantities of food taken from tlie
“When 1 first arrested Welch,"
in-law. Venus Thompson, and two
Tighe, B. P. Brackley, J. O. Babbidge,
ton who had Just been to Thayer's
Lis
from
lew
bushes
or
the
ground.
I
sister
Mrs.
W.
H.
Hahn,
Sunday.
Reagan continued, “he blanketed
smaller birds. The starlings move in
room is supposed to be Welch's girl.
nieces. Mrs. Garland and Mrs. Poland
cm?:imer wish bluebirds wet _• a part i ug, colonies, and ‘he long bill which John H Thomas. W. W. Ulmer. J. E.
The Myra J. Worster. Capt. Rob
everything with lies. He started
Everybody at the college says
all of Loudville. He was buried ln
Rhodes.
C.
C.
Cross.
E.
H.
Coombs.
off
by
denying
that
he
had
been
to
cf the swallow family, feeding in stems to be fitted for all purposes is
ert Lash, went to Portland Sunday.
they’re nuts about each other. In
Gloucester
beside hls brother Sylves
J
D.
Winslow.
C.
D.
Jones.
James
Richard Simmons of Lewiston is
'he air, where a toll from cats would greatly feared by chickadees and nut
the second place, Welch Is the see Thayer. I proved that up on
ter who died several years ago. Mr.
him
in
less
time
than
it
takes
a
Wight.
A.
I.
Mather.
S.
A
Fish.
Wil

brother of the girl that Pat Thayer
not be so terrific.
hatches. They take bird houses and liam Noster. O. J. Conant. William A j visiting Capt. and Mrs Almon M. and Mrs. Garland and Mr. and Mrs.
goat to eat a shirt After admit
nnd Max Vernon are supposed to
Wallace.
Of course size is most helpful in are a menace at a feeding station.
ting
that
he
said
that
he
’
d
never
Poland visited him while he was ill
liave quarreled about.
this work; wc take measures from the The English sparrow has one. perhaps Barker. William J. Thurston. Frank
Miss Ava Wallace and Everett Conbeen
anything
but
the
best
of
and also*attended the funeral services.
“I-arry Welch remained upstairs
P.
Witham.
John
W.
Turner. L. D. i
Qf
-Thomaston
spent
the
weekend
robin
and
English
iparrow,
the
robin
only one. gcod trait. It is hospitable Carver.
only a few minutes,” continued Rea friends with Thayer. Then I told
with Mr. and Mrs Charles Wallace.
being approximately 10 inches in to other birds and allows strangers
him there was s chance for him
DON’T SUFFER FROM SOUR
gan. “The boys say he looked kind
Ladies' Committee: Mrs. Benjamin
If he was Innocent because we al
There are 26 articles in the Town
length, thc English sparrow fix to share its feed.
of worked up and queer when he
STOMACH, INDI6ESTI0N
Williams,
chairman.
Mrs.
A.
N.
Fales
ready
had
two
other
people
under
inches, and the evening grosbeak
came out and he hustled back up
The same winter. 1926. a Lapland Mrs. John Bird. Mrs Fred Simonton. meeting warrant posted Monday by
arrest
He
asked
who
they
were
Indigestion,
acidity, heartburn and
Constable
John
L.
Stevens.
Th?
j
right inches.
'
the hill to the college. Five or ten
Longspnr was seen in a flock of Eng Mrs. Fred H. Berry. Mrs. B. P Bracksour stomach often lead to serious
and I told him. The minute I men
minutes after Larry Welcji left, the
meeting
will
be
held
March
13.
The
size
of
the
eyes
differs
in
stomach trouble. Dr Emil's Adla
lish sparrows which came daily for
tioned Miss Peyton's name hls
two boys on tlie porch heard all
Hartwell Davis ic^ driving a new Tablets counteract these conditions.
families. The flycatchers arc con- food. This is an interesting little ley. Mrs. Julia Lazelle. Mrs. Isaac
whole attitude changed.” Reagan
Orbeton.
h—1 bust loose inside. Yelling and
Give quick relief. C. H. Moor Ac Com
Willys sedan.
picuous examples of this rule. They bird with a long spur on its foot, which
paused and chuckled. “And how!"
screaming and all, and they hear
Sub-committees. Decorations. Mrs.
pany, Druggists
Funeral
services
for
Charles
have
an
extraordinary
large
eye.
as
“
Well
—how
r
serves as a snowshoe to facilitate John Bird and Mrs. James D. Wins
a feller coming down the steps so
“
He
wanted
to
know
right
away
Westeriand
were
held
in
thc
Advent
OCCIDENTAL INSURANCE COMPANY
they
are
dependent
upon
sight
to
fast th't lie's almost falling. Out
movement over the ice in Arctic low, chairmen. Mrs. F. M. Shaw, Mrs.
San Francisco, California
why we should think anything so
Church Friday afternoon. Rev. E. H
seize their food from the air. I would circles.
on the porch comes the Janitor—a
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
W W Achorn. Mrs F J. Simonton. Timberlake assisted by Rev. W E
ridiculous
as
that
Tony
Peyton
oommend
the
lease
flycatcher
to
al!
wop named Carmlclno. He's darn
Stocka and Bonds ........ -..... $3,622,731 73
Mother love, except in rare in Mrs. T. W. Hix Jr., Mrs. John D. May,
killed
Thayer.
I
told
him
it
was
be

Cash
ln
Officr
and Bank
167.121 35
near cuckoo, but they finally get out |
Lewis conducting the services. Eu
who seek to know thc birds, a most stances. is unfailing in bird life. A
Balances
171.016 17
Mrs. Julia Lazelle. Mrs. Charles H. gene Brown, Alton Prior. Herber. Agents
of him that he saw Thayer's door j cause she had visited Thayer’s
36.63$ 80
Interest and Rents
engaging
friendly
little
creature
child came to me one day with a Berry. Mrs. Fred H. Berry, Mrs. Ed
3.144 73
All other Assets .......
partly open and could see Thayer's room Just before he—Welch—got
Simmons
and
L.
Myron
Neal
were
the
which frequents our gardens.
there.
I
could
see
he
was
doing
i lusty little fledgling in her hand, win Sprague. Mrs. 8. M. Bird, Mra. A
legs. Thought Thayer wns most
Gross
Assets
....................
$4,002,653
78
bearers
and
interment
was
in
the
vil

The linnet family is very erratic which had fallen from the nest. It
some fast thinking. He finally called
Deduct Items not admitted 224.406 $6
probably drunk—or maybe sick.
I. Mather. Mrs. Jos. H. Wiggin. Mrs lage cemetery.
me
a
d
—
n
fool,
which
wasn
’
t
very
in
its
migrations,
appearing
onc
year,
Went in to straighten him out—and
was a perfectly marked warbling A. M. Austin. Mrs. John Lovejo/
Admitted
.......................... $3 778.244 80
nice, and wanted to know how Miss
Miss Catherine Smalley of St.
and then not seen, as they choose an Verio. We took the wee waif on the
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
discovered that he was dead.”
A HEAVY PACKAGE
and Miss Carrie Erskine. Entertain George has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Net Unpaid Losses ................. 802.956 07
Peyton
could
have
killed
Thayer
other route to their breeding places.
"And you think that Max Vernon
Unearned Premiums .............. 767.516 16
screened porch and locked the door.
when he had been there after she
“This must bt another birth
All other Liabilities .............. 165.860 32
killed him?"
March 8. 1926. a redpoll linnet came A box served two purpoees; in one ment: Mrs A. I. Mather and Miss Sidney Carter.
had
gone
and
Thayer
was
alive.
I
Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.000 00
Emma
Shields.
day present for Mamma!” says to the feeding station, and remained
“I almost think he did."
Burnham
Ac
Morrill's
clam
factory
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.751.912 25
put It up to him that that wasn't
end was placed some moistened corn
• • • •
Alice, looking at a squarish pack
“But a minute ago you said—”
opened Friday.
the greater part of the month, ethers meal, and in the other a loose roll of
a
very
healthy
stand
for
him
to
Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,776,244 90
age on the tabic. “Mamma, has
“That's the rotten part of this
The ads furnish interesting peru
28-T-34
R. R. Thompson has returned home
take because if Thayer was alive had so many presents today!” If of both sexes appearing. This was a cotton, under which a slight covering
case, Hanvey. I’ve got too much '
sal. too. We note J. P. Wise * Son, from Rockland where he spent sev
when
he
visited
the
fraternity
tery
severe
winter
and
the
little
birds
TRANSCONTINENTAL
INSURANCE
CO.
you
want
to
see
what
was
in
thc
dope against too many folks. I could ]
tould be found at night. Almost im- dealers in hardware, stoves,, ranges,
house, then it certainly put Miss package, take a pencil amt join have never since been seen
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
convict Vernon In a minute if It
;llpv mediately the precious baby began to (tc. Cocliran At Sewall. general ir.- eral days.
Storks and Bonds .................. $2,786,684 86
• • • •
Peyton In the clear but made It all thc numbered dots together, tad striped bodies with a sparkling S make itself comfortable and happy,
wasn't for two other people."
Cash In Office and Bank ....... 596.142 60
rotten for him. 1 also was think
lurance agents. Bicknell Tea Co.,
Agents' Balances ................... 252.829 76
starting with dot number one and raspberry wash over head and neck.
Walter M. Thompson
“Who are they?"
Very early the next morning it awoke 319 Main street. J. H. Wiggin. Balm
Bills Receivable .......................
2,125 36
ing—though I didn’t discuss it with ending with dot number twenty“Miss Peyton and Larry Welch—
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10.300 50
The
status
of
thc
starling
and
EngRelatives
in
town
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word
him—that It cleared Max Vernon, nine.
I end was able to fly a short distance of Roses for chapped lips, hands, etc
Thayer's other visitors.”
Tuesday of the death Jan. 10 of Wal
Gross Assets ...... ................. 93.650.083 08
lish sparrow Has never beer, wholly Wondenn? what the next 5tep wa5
Herbert Lovejoy, dealer in boots,
“I see. , . .” Hanvey was ab too; because Max left the frater
Deduct Items not admitted 350.891 20
j to be, a low call was heard from a shoes and rubbers. R Fred Crie tit ter M. Thompson, 73, which occurred
sorbed in hls toothpick. “Where are nity house before Larry got there.”
Fiske spoke to Reagan in a guarded
Admitted
........................ 83.299.191 88
“But surely.” snapped Fiske. "a
they, John?”
' tree top near by. We placed the little Co., flour, groceries and provision., at the Carney Hospital. Boston, after
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
voice.
man Isn’t going to put his own
an illness of two days. Mr. Thomp
Ttengan looked up brightly.
bird
in
the
crotch
of
a
lilac
tree,
and
Net
Unpaid
Losses
.................. 977.136 39
Rice At Hail. counscUora-at-law. J. son was bom in Gloucester, Mass“Is he really good, or Just a bag
neck in a noose, unnecessarily, is
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'They’re under arrest, too,” he
stepped
away.
A
flash
of
color
and
of
wind,
Reagan?"
G.
Torrey
Ac
Son,
brass
founders.
M
All
other
Liabilities
.............. 580.144 75
he?”
announced.
1 ustle of wings attracted our atten H. Nash, fine cafe. F. O. Singhi At son of Joseph and Margaret (Carey) Cash Capital ........................ 1.000.000 00
The
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of
the
Marland
detec
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■Maybe,
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’
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Reagan
calm
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over
all
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The huge detective nodded ap
tion and then those two trusting Co . millinery and fancy goods. C. F. Thompson In his early life his par
tive sparkled. “He's the best In the
ly. “Specially If lie's a young fool
proval. “I’ll hand you one thing,
ents
moved
to
Otter
Lsland,
Friend

Total
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and
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$3,299,191 88
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world, Mr. Fiske—make no tnis
hearts were reunited and disappeared Havener, costumer. Spear Ac May.
D H GLIDDEN AGENCY. Agent
John—you sure have made a com like Welch and Is crazy about a
Tbe mo«t interesting spot In *d|
ship.
it
being
the
home
of
his
grand

Vinalhaven.
Maine
25-T-31
take about that. He knows more
girl and thinks tliat she did the
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
from mortal sight.
plete Job of It."
books, stationery, etc. A. J. Bird Ac
ing the winter months.
about this case right now than I
murder."
Reagan mopped his forehead with
An amusing incident occurred one Co., coal, wood. etc. C. H. Pendleton, father, William Thompson. He lived
do.”
Hanvey's soft drawl broke in.
a la vender-bordered handkerchief.
1 spring at the feeding station. Two druggist. C. E. Littlefield, attorney the greater part of his life here and
"Hmph! I think you're foolish
“How about Max Vernon?"
with his sister Martha, cared for their
“I had to, Jim. T’ve got those three,
In the heart of all activities.
birds appeared and flew to the out and counselor-at-law. W. S. Heming
and generous.”
Beautiful rooma and high
Reagan flushed.
aged parents. A few years after tlie
and 1 know I’m right on one of
Keys made to order. Keya
class
service.
spreading
branch
of
an
apple
tree
way, fruit and confections. T. E. death of his parents and sister he
“Oh. Vernon! The darn thing has
Jim Hanvey spoke, but without
to fit locki when original keya
A Modern Fireproof Struc
’em.”
j t< inspect a nesting box and survey Tibbetts, surgeon dentist. Smith's
ture. Every room steam heated
got me goofy. As soon as 1 get one turning.
lost. House, Offlce or Car. Code
"Which one?"
sold the island and moved to Glouces
Rates: (European Plan)
of those three crazy kids tied up
the neighborhood. While watching Music Store ’Albert Smith). C. C.
books provide keys (or all loeka
"Thayer was stabbed?" he asked
Single rooms $2.50 per day
“That’s what puzzles me. One
ter, where he made his home until his without bother.
upwards
Seiswrt and
with this, 1 remember something
OTer his shoulder.
!
ar.d
hoping
the
site
would
measure
time I think It was Vernon; then 1
Crots.
typewriter
and
cyclostyle,
Double rooms $5.00 per day
Knives Sharpened.
“Yes.”
upwards
up, a pussy cat climbed the pole and copyist. T. J. St. Clair, custom boots
come to believe It was Miss Pey about one of the others and start
Prompt Service, ReaMnablo Prices
A Laura Jacobsen Cale In the hl
all over again. The more I think
“What sort of a knife?"
ton. And Just when I'm sure of that
spread herself out over the top of tlie and shoes. Robinson Ac Edgarton,
Building
the less I know and the less I know
Iteagan shook his head.
I get a hunch that It must have
Ownership-Management j
house. Fortunately thc birds were in merchant tailors. Jos Abbott and A.
“That’s one of the queerest
WILLIAM M. URMEY
1
been Welch. Of the three, I'd rath the nuttier I get."
In extensive clinical tests, the
the tree and thc cat was easily per F Crockett Co., manufacturers of
“You’ve done marvelously.” in things ln the whole case. Jim.
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ROCKLAND
er It be Vernon.”
new Vicks Plan for better Con
suaded
to
move
oni.
Peeling
sure
this
We
’
ve
looked
high
and
low
for
tliat
lime.
sisted
Randolph
Fiske
with
consid

Telepho
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“Why?" inquired Fiske sharply.
trol
of
Colds
cut
the
number,
» • • •
was the end of my dream. I neverthe
knife and we can’t flnd it any
N-tf
•’Would you pick Max Vernon as erable vehemence. “It seems to
duration and costs of colds ln
tne you’ve discovered everything
where."
less sought out a piece of wire screen
Our next chapter will bc from “The
half! How you can follow Vicks
a murderer?"
you need know—"
Colds-Control Plan is fully ex
ing and made a substantial guard, so Vidette," of 1889.
“Out of this bunch—yes. That Is,
1)0 YOU VALUE YOUR HEALTH? |
"Except the Identity of the mur
plained in each Vicks package.
(To Be Continued)
maybe. I'm darned If I know.”
t,he cat could not return. As soon as
Gilchrest
If so, INSIST upon
derer.” finished Reagan dryly. “Up
“NU-VI-TA” Herb & Iron TONIC
Hanvey was slumping In hls
I
left
the
box.
the
birds
flew
down
Henry Ford announces that these
Monumental
Works
A System Cleanser, Purifier, and I
to
that
point
I've
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swell.
”
chair, absorbedl.v regarding hls
Tonic. Improves the Appetite. Aids |
to gather straws for the nest. The are not bad times but good. What a
Among the resolves signed by Gov.
Main Stroot
NoseSThrojt
Hanvey rose and waddled to the
MgMtlon. Buv A BOTTLE TODAY
Luge hands. He spoke without
Thomaston, Maine
eggs were hatched and the little blue whale of a difference a few hundred
and BUILD UP YOUB STRENGTH.
Drops
window, where his tremendous Brann (s one providing a State pen
bothering to look np.
Druggists, grocers—Order from your |
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for
birds
got
safely
away.
|
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make.
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Diego
bulk
almost
blotted
out
the
light.
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for
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A.
Frohock
of
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or
Ereedman
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Co.,
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were Mrs Florence Erickson. Mrs.
Kate Coombs, Mrs. Edith Smith,
Town meeting will bc lield March Mrs Mae Lawry. A boiled dinner
13th.
was served.
Mrs. Mary Noyes has returned from
The Island Players hcld a. rehearsal
Thursday night at Union Church ves Providence where she spent the win
try of the three-act comedy drama. ter months with her son Fred Noyes.
Miss Virginia Black returned Sat
"What About Betty,’ to be presented
urday from West Hartford. Conn.
March 17 at Memorial hall.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Fifleld and son I Mr. and Mrs. Donald Oakes are re
Walker returned from Portland Wed ceiving congratulations on the ar
rival of a son, Gareth Michel, born
nesday.
Mrs. Rtsty Warren returned home March 2.
Union Church Circle will meet
from Knox Hospital Friday accom
Thursday
at the vestry, with supper
panied by her sister Miss Doris Hop
kins. She is at the home of her at 5.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Lane re
mother Mrs. Vernard Warren.
Edward Dickey returned from turned Thursday from a few days'
visit with relatives in Rockland, on
Rockland Thursday.
The Senior Christian Endeavor their return from Augusta.
Miss Mildred Robinson returned
held its regular meeting Sunday at 6
o’clock. Miss Rebecca Arey was lead from Rockland Thursday.
Two candidates received the de
er and there was special music.
The Needlecraft Club met Wednes grees at the meeting of Marguerite
Chapter, O.E.S., Monday evening
day with Mrs Ouy Peaslee.
The Carver Street Bridge Club met Following the ceremonies a covered
last Tuesday with Mrs. Albert dish supper was served by thc com
mittee. Mrs. Kittie Webster, Mrs. Lot
Carver.
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter con tie Webster and Mrs. Rebecca Arey.
Miss Annice Gross has been guest
ferred the Mark degree on one candi
of her brother Dr. Leroy Gross at
date Thursday night.
Mrs. Walker Fifleld of Portland ar Tenant's Harbor.
John Phillips left Thursday Ior
rived Saturday night.
Dr. R. H. Thompson who has spent Portland Marine Hospital.
There was dancing at Legion had
the winter with his family in Forest
Hills, Mass., returned Saturday and Saturday night.

VINALHAVEN

NORTHJHAVEN

The play “Haunted" drew a full
house when presented at K. P. hall
Friday evening. The orchestra ar.d
the guitar trio played between acts
and the orchestra furnished music
for the dance after. It is understood
that this play will be repeated at
Swan’s Island March 10.
Thc Unity Guild met at 'the church
last Tuesday afternoon. Tne next
meeting will be held March 14.
The following High Sohool students
were on the . Honor or “A" roll:
Jasper Beverage, Elinor Brown,
Miriam Gillis, Barbara Stone, Alex- j
ender Witherspoon, Goldie Firth. Mer
cedes Calderwood, Dorothy Beverage.
Clarence Waterman, Margaret But
ler, Ralph Beverage arc on the A-B
list.
We are glad to hear our pastor Rev.
Mr. Huse is much Improved in health
and will soon be able to take up his
work at the church again. Mrs. Huse
is also reported as gaining We have
missed them both and will be very
glad to see them about town again.
Golden McDonald made a trip to
Rockland Wednesday afternoon tc
take Mrs. Oscar Waterman to Knox
I Hospital for observation and treat-1
ment. Mrs. Waterman's sister, M_ss
j
Giilchrist is keeping house for
' ter during her absence.
‘ Mrs. Bert Hopkins who has been
is at his home on East Main street.
Stephen A. (obon
I yjsjyng her sister Mrs. C. O. Amec.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Erickson have
Stephen A. Colson, a veteran of thc j returned to ‘her mother's home in
returned from Camden.
Civil War. who died Feb. 28 at his i Vinalhaven Fiiday. Mrs. Hopkins
Fred Hall returned Saturday from
Wednesday ol Mr.s.
Michigan where he spent the past homc. was born in Winterport. July ( was a dinller
4. 1842. the son of Eli and Lucy | Jamcs Tabbult.
three months.
(Carlton» Colson He enlisted in ComMrs. Ada Anthony went to Stoning
Mrs. Sada Robbins was hostess to i
the Noneaters Club Friday afternoon P*ny 1 9lh Maine ^giment of Maine ton Thursday afternoon where she
at her home
1 VoIunt€ers' in which he served two will visit her daughter Mrs. Margaret
Mrs. Lora Hardison entertained the ! 3*ars’ •r£celvln*
honorable dis Pooler for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Janies Tabbutt have
Washington Club Saturday evening. charge He then re-enlisted in the
The firemen will hold a supper 19th Maine Regiment and served to | bought the Minot cC.tage on the |
1 the close of the war. He had long ] main thoroughfare. This is a very
tonight. Tuesday, with Max Conway
been prominent in the Grand Army desirable piece of property and furas chairman.
J and had served as commander of ' nlshed throughout.
Regular meeting of Lafayette Car
’ Lafayette Carver Post. In his younger
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Duncan enter- i
ver Corps tonight, preceded by the
I days he followed the sea and later tained two tables at cards last Tues- ,
usual supper
1 was employed by the Bodwell Granite day evening: Mr. and Mu. Clarence
Mrs Langtry Smith recently enter
Company.
1 Waterman, Stanley Quinn, Lucy
tained the Mother and Daughter Club.
Mr. Colson was of a genial dispo- Quinn, Norman Morrisson ind Mr.
Honors at bridge went to Mrs. Eleanor
‘ sition and unusually active for one ond Mrs. Carl Bunker were the guests.
Conway and Mrs. Frank Mullen.
of his age. attending reunions and
Word has been received from Mr
Lunch was served.
even last summer visited relatives in
and Mi s. John Lermond that they will
Mrs. Walter Ingerson recently en
J Belfast and Augusta. Surviving him
leave Sarasota, Fla.. March 10, for
tertained at a jigsaw party, followed
are two daughters. Mrs. Mae Farstad
their homeward trip which will be
by luncheon.
of Portland, and Mrs. Charles Dutton
made by automobile.
W. A. Smith returned Monday to
of Augusta; two sons. Frank M. ColThe young people will conduct the
Augusta
sen of Vinalhaven and Chester Ccl- evening service at thc church Sun
The meeting of the Ladles of the
son of Rockland; a granddaughter,
day with Haney Calderwood. Paton j
G.A.R. Friday night was preceded by
Mrs. O. V Drew, and a great-grand
Dyer and Carleton Snow as leaders.
the usual supper. The housekeepers
daughter, Cleo Drew, of this town.
"Sailing Days on the Penobscot.
Funeral services were hcld Thurs
The River and Bay as they were ir.
day at the home. Rev. P. J. Clifford
thc Old Days," by George S Wasson
of Union Church officiating. W S
with a record of vessels budt there, !
Vinal, the one remaining comrade of
and compiled by Lincoln Colcord, hai Lafayette Carver Post, performed the, ,
.
. . . .. ...
. .
. . . - ‘ just been received by the librarian
G A.R. service and deposited the flag
Miss Jennie Beverage, and will be in
, in the casket. Prayer was made by
circulation at the Public Library in
Health Improved After Taking E. C. McIntosh of Gettysburg Camp,'
a lew days. Many other desirable
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Sons of Veterans. The remains were
and interesting books have recently
Compound
taken Friday to Winterport for burial i
been received and it would be worth
in the family lot. The bearers were
ar.y one's time to visit thc library and
E. C. McIntosh. E. H. Bradstreet. C.
C. Webster and Calvin Vinal. These j see them.
Amusement activities in Norm
from out of town to attend the serv
Haven are steadily going forward.
ices were Mrs. Mae Farstad of Port
The High School seniors arc working
land, Mrs Charles Dutton of Augusta
at present on a comedy drama of ll
and Chester Colson of Rockland.
characters entitled. "The Girl in thc
(Belfast Republican Journal please
Fur Ocat." People are looking for
copy).
ward to this play with anticipation i
end with high .esteem of the young
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
actors and actresses picked from our
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
local high school.
“I am forty-ae.en yean old. t haee been
Steamer leaves Swan s Island at 5.3ti
Buffering from terrible headache* and ner
A M , Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25
After the amazing success of
Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
vousness. All tbe time I (ell weak and
"Haunted," the North Haven Drama
land about 93".
tired. I hare taken Lydia E. Pinkham!
Return—Leaves Rockland at l.io ?. m
Vegetable Compound and It rarely ie help
Vtnalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30. Ston- • tic Club is coming forward soon with
ing me. My nerves are better. I sleep well
Ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan's i a new Dlav Although the title is yet
bland about 6 0" P. M
3
and feel well and strong."—Mra. C. Rich
b h. stinson.
unsettled they expect to have it ready
ards, 87* Coney leland Are.. Brooklyn,
____________________________ for presentation around tlie middle of
Naw York.
when IN Portland—you can buy 1 April. Also Dyer's Five Aces are not
“I sleep better, hare a better appetite
copies of The Courier-Oazette. with the ...
..
...
and more energy and strength. Your Pills
home news, at Central News Co . 66 Con- | to be forgotten with many new numfor Constipation are fine, too.”—Mra. Lee
gress 8t.; or Ross News-stand. 381'2 Con
bers composed by the piano player
Goodwin. 315 3*th St.. Cotumbuv.Georffla.
gress St.
lecturing a brand new number, "Agi gravating Arnie," and during thc past
week several new numbers have been
FLORIDA
composed which are working up to
MIAMI’S
ward a medley of pieces never before
Idial Retort Hotel
j played to tlie public.
Convenient to all pointa of intereat—Modem in every way
An enjoyable view from our apacioua ground-floor porches, which
NORTH WALDOBORO
mrnwnrt the hotel Many rooma with private balconies.

In India, the fakirs prr.rnt a sprrtarle to tourists.
Two lovely performers break bottles and lamp
chimneys before the eyes of lhe audience,and ihrow
the jagged pieces into a box already filled with
broken glass. They step barefooted into the box
and do an Oriental dance in the glass without in
jury.

EXPLANATION:
The performers toughen their feet in a strong so
lution of alum water and thoroughly rub them
with pulverized resin before they appear. They
ihrow the freshly broken glass around the edges of
the platform. The glass on which they actually do
dance is very thick, heavy, and filed or ground so
that the sharp edges are rounded off. The girls
just pretend to dance on the tharp glass.

It's eun to ee .Footed
... it's more eon to Fvow
One of thc tricks of cigarette advertis
ing is to pretend that“HeatTrcatmcnt”
is an exclusive process,making one cig
arette better than any other.
EXPLANATION: /III cigarette manu
facturers use heat treatment. It is a
routine process of manufacture. Thc
first Camel cigarette ever made was
manufactured under the heat-treating

Sovxcx: "Manic Stone Illusions anil Scientific inversions”
by Albert A. Hopkins, Munn & Co., New York.

It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.

TWO WOMEN
Hn

HOTEL
Booklet

on
Application

GRALYNN
Comer Second Street
and First Avenue

June to
October

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford

7R TK£ MEAPC O£
TO STAY AT The LINCOLN
18 A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
Aa Intarasting .s.mspsibs! stmstphsrs .

Cheerful raaan Pleasant service .. fine me•avtwnts . . Mederetely Priced . . Areund Ihe
earner an Hteetna, duke aad alemereuv Time,
levers . . A perfect betel fac tha either . .

■

ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SIRVIDOR
from

>3 Single ond M Double

JOHN T. wm.
Naw Under New Management . . ."A (chance Hotel**

INCOL
44th TO 45th STREET-Bth AVENUE, NEW YORK

Rachel Orff is passing a few weeks
with relatives in South Thomaston.
Ruth Howard who has employ
ment in Waldoboro visited at E. D.
Mank's Thursday.
Ralph Stahl and Lucy Clarry were
In Rockland Friday.
The fourth quarterly conference of
the M. E. Church was held Monday
evening, witii Rev. A. 1. Oliver in at
tendance.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Carroll of
Union were at W. F. Teague's Tues
day.
Belle Sprague and Guy Ames were
callers at A. W. Winchenbaoh’s Fri
day evening.
Mrs. Peter Hildebrandt who passed
a few days at her home recently has
returned to Waldoboro where she has
employment at the homc of Mrs
Stahl.

Fixed His Sprain
In Record Time
There’s hardly a town or farm hereabouts
where everyone—especially the old-timere
- don’t swear by Johnson's Anodyne Lini
ment for quickly clearing up a sprain.
These folks will tell you that the flrst
thing to do is to give the injured limb
plenty of rest. Keep it well bandaged, and
see that the bandages are always saturated
with Johnson's Anodyne Liniment. Occa
sionally bathe the injury with hot water
between change of bandages. You’ll soon
be out and about—as good as new.
A generous bottle of Johnson's Anodyne
Liniment costs only 35< and helps keep you
well in a dozen ways. 60< buys three
times as mucb at any drug or grocery
store.

process. Every one of the billions of
Camels produced since has received
the necessary heat treatment.
Harsh, raw tobaccos require inten
sive processing under high tempera
tures. Thc morc expensive tobaccos,
which are naturally mild, call for only
a moderate application of heat. Heat
treatment never can make cheap, in
ferior tobacco good.

This is the most important statement
ever made in a cigarette advertisement.
Weigh its words. Consider what it
means. Then try Camels.
Camels are fresh... in the air-tight,
welded Humidor Pack.

NO TR/CKS
.. JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IN

WASHINGTON

SPRUCE HEAD

Town meeting will bc March 20.
Mrs Mary Mitchell is at home alter
spending a few days with relatives
in Burkettvllle.
There will be a flsh chowder sup
per served to the public March 10
from 6 to 8 p. m. at Masonic dining
room. Those in charge of the supper
are Mrs. Eva Mooers, Mrs Hannah
Staples and Mrs. Helen Bowes. The
tables will be cared for by Mrs. Ina
Ludwig. Mrs. Lilia Pierpont. Miss Ma
rion Mitchell and Miss Frances
Crooker.
The Ladies' Guild met with Mrs
Agnes Peabody last Tuesday with 16
members present. The usual amount
of work was done on fancy articles and
patchwork.
Miss Frances Howes is recovering
from an abscess in her ear.
Arthur Leigher and daughter are
able to sit up but are yet very 111.
Mr. Moody of Union who boards at
thc home of Charles Finn recently
suffered a serious ill turn. Dr. Plumer
of Union is the attending physician.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnell Overiock oi
Pawtucket. R I., are spending a fey
days at the homes of the parents, Mr
and Mrs. Charles Overiock and Mr.
and Mrs Ralph Hibbert.
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Austin of Union
are the proud parents of an infant
daughter. Mr Austin is the son ol
Mr. and Mrs Richard Austin of this
town.

Mrs. Margaret Elwell was sur
prised Feb. 28 on being called to the
homc of her daughter-in-law Mrs.
Clifford Elwell, to flnd several friends
gathered there to help celebrate her
birthday anniversary. A very pleas
ant evening was spent, and the re
freshments included a very attractive
birthday cake Those whp were pres
ent to extend Mrs. Elwell many best
wishes were Mr. and Mrs. George
Snow. Mr. and Mrs Maynard Post,
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Russell. Mrs.
Elbert Burton. Mrs. Virginia Drink
water. Miss Emily Post. Robert Burch,
Lionel Carr and Mrs Clifford Elwell.
Mrs. Callie Morrill, Mrs. Lillian
Rackliff and Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey
attended Park Theatre Tuesday aft
ernoon.
E. V. Shea was a business visitor
in Rockland Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs John McKenzie were
callers Monday afternoon on friends
and relatives in Tenant's Harbor.
The Bridge Club was entertained
by Mrs. Maude Shea Thursday eve
ning. Mrs. Edgar Newhall of Rock
land was guest of honor. She was
overnight guest of Mrs. Shea, re
turning to her home Friday.
Mrs Frank Wall has returned home
after a short visit wilh her daughter
Mrs. Cleve Harvey in Rockland.
Frank Graves called Wednesday
morning on his brother Charles who
is very ill at his home in South
ROUND POND
Thomaston.
Mrs. Mary Rowell is in Clinton for
Mrs. Margaret Carr, Mrs. Eugenic
a few weeks, the guest of Mr. and Mi s. Godfrey and Mrs. Gladys Simmons
Harold Bean.
attended the movies in Rockland
Mrs. Charles Thompson is very ill. Wednesday night.
Miss Vivian Richards is in Ver
sailles. Conn., to visit her cousin Mrs.
I
Mabel Smith.
//
UIIVI1I
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yates and son
Ronald were in New Harbor recently,
guests of her sister Mrs. Iona Brack
ett.
Mrs. Lena Elliott and son Charles Since 1840 this Arm has falthfo'iv
arc in Hartford. Conn., guests of lu r served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
daughter Mrs. Madelene Hanna.
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Miss Marion Gorham was home
from Massachusettsover Uie weekend.
BURPEE’S
Eugene Poland is having a short
ROCKLAND, ME.
vacation at home.

► EMBALMING j
MOTMt AMBUIANG

SOUTH CHINA
The last meeting of the ParentTeacher Association was hcld at the
church at South China with large at
tendance. Each school in town fur
nished a part of the Washington and
Lincoln program consisting of dia
logues. recitations and war songs.
Eli Wagner made a 20 iiunutf speech
and the music by thc Dirigo Band aud
the cornet solos by Master Roger
Webber were much enjoyed. The next
meeting will be March 16 at China
village.
Miss Evelyn Sutherland of the Bu
reau of Health, Augusta, and Miss
Carolyn Stanley. Kennebec County
nurse, assisted Dr. and Mrs. S C.
Cates to hold the flrst toxoid clinics
at South. China and China village.
March 1. with excellent response,
nearly 125 taking the inoculations.
The second clinic will be hcld three
weeks from that dale at the same
time. Any children not taking tiie
treatment at the lirst clinic may take

MANGER
HOTEL
North Station

A

MATCHLESS

BLEND

it at the next one if they so desire.
Thc vaccination against smallpox will
be given sometime in April.
Mr. ahd Mrs. William Ring of War before you are sure you are going to be
ren were weekend guests at Herbert iieljied. Come in and hear about tbe
formula in tablet form. I don’t want a
Esancy's and Miss Emeline Merrill Plunder
penny of yeur money, if tbe firat fifty doaea do
not
help
you. Ix’t me tell you about thia offer. I
of Windsor was a Sunday guest.
have bee!) appointed the agent for thia remarknb|e
»
real
ment I *t me explain how your atomaeh
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Southard and
will be definitely relieved.
son of Orono were guests a few days Sheldon's I)ruk Store, 444 Main SL
last week ol Mrs. Southard’s mother
Mrs. Eva McKee, and sister Mrs.
Helen Esancy.
Mrs. Agnes Taylor is spending a
few weeks in Milo.
Erskine Academy has enjoyed a
very successful basketball season,
MIAMI. FLORIDA
winning more than half thc games
The most interesting spot Ib
the
Eastern
Hemisphere durand return games having been played
ing the winter months.
with Clinton, Albion, Richmond and
Waldoboro.
In thr heart »( all activities.
Everyone interested in Erskine
Beautiful roonu aad kWh
rlas. serrlrv.
Academy is sorry that Mr Tatham
A Modern PlreprooT Struc
ture
P.very room steam heated
has been obliged to leave school for I
Rates: (Earoptan Plan)
a time because of ill health. He Is |
Sinxle rooms fcs« por d
upward!
now in New York. Mr. Pierson of
Double room. ISM por «*J i
upward!
Guilford is substituting.
A Laura Jarobtrn Cato I* the J
■ulltflnff
Miss Georgia Halloway was a recent
Ownrnhip-Manaromoatl
supper guest of Doris Esancy.
L WILLIAM M. IRMKY
Doris Esancy and Ardelle Bumps j
spent Thursday evening last week
with her sister Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald. ‘

Don’t Risk
a Dime

HOTEL URMEY

flff

BOSTON

May We Suggest—

500
ROOMS
With BATH

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON STRfcE’I

□a5S
I. EXTRA PERSON

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM

BOSTON.

MASS.

Located on Beacon
Hill Next to the
State House.

(xexullve Office

HOTEL MANGER
NORTH STATION. BOSTON
Pleote tend - — Recognition Cards
for ute by friends and myself. No
obligation.

Name-.

Streat-

Clty -

Just a Feu minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping centers.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath,

. (X) up;

with bath,

B.00 up

Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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SPEND MILLIONS TO 1, Everybody’s Clwnn
ADORN WASHINGTON
WANTED

FOUND •

Storer-Collins Post, A.L., and Aux- ' The daughter which was born
Mrs Alma Spear Is spending a few
t'ays in South Warren, guest of Mrs iiiary of Union will present three one- March 1 at Matinicus to Mr. and Mrs.
(Continued From Page Three)
i $168
POLICE dog lost—left home Saturday.
act plays at Clark's hall, March 9. Lloyd Rhodes has been named Betty
Support of poor. $600
Edward Spear.
Light yellow, one year old. 85 lbs. Name
School
building
repairs.
$200.
Fritz.
B-. V. SIMMONS. Warren.
26*28
Oscar Williams who underwent a “Gocse Money,” "A Pair of Lunatics. Ann. Mother and child are reported
Mothers' aid. $120.
•i,
Work Now Progressing on
Road
bonds,
$1000.
and
"Beauty
Secrets."
Between
acts
;
as
doing
well.
serious operation by a specialist at
Interest on loans. $100.
POSITION u chef or order cook want
■ It
13 Buildings in Capital.
Interest on borrowed money for en
Mrs. John Carver is a surgical paKnox Hospital recently, is making there will be a hula dance by the
Street lights, $330
ed
Best of references. H. T. PERRY,
♦
Orace St. City.
*tf
suing
year,
$800.
tluee
Cameron
girls
of
Honolulu
tlent
at
Kr.ox
Hospital.
Officers' salaries, $750
very satisfactory improvement.
Washington.—Out of $145,000.AGENTS wanted, men and women to
Clearing
roads,
$500.
Mrs. Carrie Smalley and son are re Tickets are on sale at Clark's drug ' Due to the storm Thursday evening
School nursing. $32
household necessity
Send 25c for
000 set aside by congress for public sell
sample and full particulars; 100‘. pruht
Roads and bridges. $2500.
the attendance at the musical enter
ported to be better, and recovery store.
Calcium chloride. $100.
buildings construction In nil the possible. DEPT B. 1492 Wash. Ave.
Maintenance of third class road.
It was voted to apply tarvia to the j states this fiscal year, the sum of Portland.__________________ 26*28
Mrs. Fred Pitcher of Damariscotta tainment at Town hall given by the
soon for both is looked fcr.
$500.
YOUNG Finn girl wants place as
High
School
Band
and
Orchestra
was
James Frew of Somerville, Mass., is was in town last week ‘.o attend the
State aid road between Town hall find $30,000,000 will he expended with mother's
helper
VIENO LEHTONEN
State aid highway. $523.
a member of the Cosmopolitan Trio funeral services of her uncle. Wilbur not as large as expected but those
i Owls' Head village over the so-called in the confines of the National Write ln care Courler-Oazette office.
28*30
Capital,
official
government
figures
Maintenance
of
State
Highway,
who
did
brave
the
elements
felt
well
back road, if money is available.
ond can be heard over Station WAAE O. Pitcher.
disclose.
Mrs. A. G. Davis and sons have repaid for the effort Every numter $660
The matter of discontinuing a cerMonday. Wedne:day and Friday at
At the present moment work is
Mothers' aid. $840.
6 p. m. James made many friends been spending the week with relatives was excellently rendered, showing
progressing
oil 13 buildings located
Special road resolve. $4€0
much ability on the part of the per
here while spending tiie summer in Searsport.
In the city of Washington, Most ot
Health
nurse,
$100.
formers
and
reflecting
great
credit
Mrs. Astor Willey of Medomak lias
with his aunt Mrs. James Carney.
them are In the triangular develop
Street lights, $400.
ment of public buildings located
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark returned been guest of her sister Mrs. Clarence on their instructor and leader. Clar
DRY hard fitted wood, under cover.
Cutting bushes on third class and
ence A. Pish The program was di
within a ndle of the Capitol build- $8 75 cord; long green wood. 56 FRANK BABY chicks. Mass, strain Reds ac
Eugley.
Sunday from a visit in Bucksport.
ERICKSON,
R 1, Box 70. Thomaston.
Rapid growth, early maturity
lag.
26*28 credited.
Mrs. V. B. Hagerman entertained vided into three parts: Part one con- State aid highways. $4C0.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gillchrest are
and heavy egg production
SPROUL
One
of
the
buildings,
that
for
the
School
buses.
$175.
LUMP soft coal, $7.50; screened, $950; POULTRY FARM. South Bristol. Me
being congratulated upon the birth of the members of her Auction Club Fri- sisted of selections by the orchestra,
hard
coal.
$13
50:
coke.
$10
50.
J.
B
___________________________________
28*30
Department
of
Agriculture,
will
cost
Doctor's fund. $1000
a daughter Saturday. She will bear day evening. There were two tables a trumpet solo by Lawrence Snow and
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch
the taxpayers $12,000,000 when PAULSEN__ Tel^Thomaston 84-2.__ 18-tf
At
3.30
the
town
meeting
suspended
for sale. RAYMOND BUCKLIN. ing eggs, prices to suit the tlmea. ALthe name Sally MabeU?. Mrs. Lilia and Mrs. Harold Smith held honors a saxophone soio "Saxophobia." by
completed. The cost of four others 283HAY
Limerock St.. Rockland Tel 407-M BION WOTTON. Friendship Me__ 26-1f
Gertrude Havener, Part two. Cam- °ut ot respect to the funeral of Levi
for highest score.
Clark Ls attending Mrs. Gillchrest.
will exceed $10,000,000 each. Three ______________________________________27*29 NATURAL ground sea shells are best
TWO cows, five tons hay. one-horse for poultry. By ton. $8 delivered Write
Mrs. Emma T. Potter is in Boston den and Rockport Student Orchestra B Torrey, a well known citizen whose
others will set the nation hack $5,Mrs. Winfit id Davis of Waldoboro
wagon, stogie harness, grocery ALFRED RAWLEY. Long Cove Me
home was near the town house. The
000.000 or more. The total cost of farm
wagon, plow, one harrow, one-horse tied
was a visitor to her daughter Mrs. called by the death of Thomas T. of nine pieces rendering several selec
R I. Red chicks from state tested, ac
voters formed a long lane through '
and body for sale. Can be seen at 12 credited.
all
those
under
construction
and
un

tions.
among
them
“
Hey
Fellar.
”
Foley.
trapnested stock. $12 per 100
Verne Achorn Sunday.
Stanley lane. Rockland. Me. Write or W. L MERRIAM.
Ihr
Almighty
Dollar
is
a
big
factor
ir.
which
the
cortege
passed.
Union. Me
19-tf
der
contract
Is
estimated
at
$90,phone H S. FOSSETT. Union. Me.
Miss Janet Leighton returned to 1 Word has been received of the "Play Piddle, Play," and “Just An
000,000. This figure compares with
28-30
8 C. R I RED CHICKS, high produc
all town meetings this year
Echo
in
the
Valley."
Pail
three
Springfield. Mass . Sunday to resume ] death last Thursday of Charles R.
ing strain. State tested, and accredited
$384,000,000, the aggregate estimated
WARREN
for pullorum disease. Write M M KIN
teaching. She was taken as far as I Jessman at the Columbia Hotel in Rockport School Band in several
cost of all buildings now under con
NEY. Thomaston, Me.. 8t. George road,
Portland by her parents Mr. and Mis. I Portland, where Mr. and Mrs. Jess- numbers, also trumpet solo, by Roy
Town meeting yesterday was de- tain portion of the Creek road at Ash tract or under construction through
or phone Tenant's Harbor 56-14.
20*28
8. C. R I Red chicks three years state
Lton Leighton, who then motored on man had been spending the winter. Moon; brass sextette. Turner. Moen. voW °f
usual contest*. The Point was left to the selectmen and out the country. Including those In
accredited, price according to number.
election of officers resulted thus:
Chickens are now the farmer's best bet.
a committee comprising Randall Dyer, the district.
to Lewiston where Mrs. Leighton will Mr. Jessman was a resident of this L. Snow. Crockett, Dow and R Snow;
Eggs for hatching. Write for prices. E.
Moderator
—
Oscar
Copeland.
Deni
Hugs Commerce Building.
FOUR ROOM house near Main St- C TEAOUE. Warren. Me Tel. 13-42
Fred Fredette, Edward Nason and
remain for a time in the family of her place and had many friends in town. trombone solo, Vere Crockett; saxo
Thomaston $15 month
Call MARY
Town
Clerk
—
G.
D.
Gould.
Pep.
26-tf
phone
solo.
Steward
Rhodes.
FolA building, the largest of Its kind LUCE at the Lucette. Tel. Thomaaton
Maynard Curtis.
son Leon while her daughter-in-law He is survived by his wife, Mrs. AnBABY CHIX. Wyllle’s Strain 8 C. Reds.
Selectmen. Overseers of Poor and _____
52-3
23-tf
In
the
world,
was
completed
for
the
toinette
Storer
Jessman.
also
a
son
lowing
the
concert
a
social
hour
with
______________________
It
was
voted
to
hire
a
stenographer
to
One quality—the Best. $12 per hundred.
visits her parents.
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to Discount on 500 or over F H WYLLIE
Commerce department last year nt
Clifton Felt who has been ill at his and daughter. The remains were dancing was enjoyed with music by Road Commissioners—Ansel M. Hilt, take the minutes of the next meeting.,
let. toilet, gas. electric llghta. $5 week. Ac SON. Thomaston. Me.. R. 1. Phone
a
cost
of
$17,000,000.
V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel 1080
ReP • Curtis C. Starrett, Dem., and
Warren 10-6.
22-tf
Owl's Head, as a separate town, ls ,
home here two weeks returned Sun taken to Franconia. N H„ his former ' the Student Orchestra.
28-tf
The Labor dcimrtinent estimate
PRICE of baby chicks reduced. S. C.
|
• • • *
„ cllfford M sPear' RePonly 11 years old. and began business of Its 11134 needs are $13303,000.
day to Higgins Classical Institute home, for interment.
LOWER apartment, five rooms and R. I Reds, accredited flock, heavy lay
Mrs. Louise Melvin and Mrs. Stella Assessors—C. B. Hall. Rep., H. L. with a debt of about $4000 This year's
bath to let. at 20 CAMDEN ST. Tel. ing strain, hatches each week, one to Ave
Mrs. I. Stanley Bailey of Merlon,
That of the Interstate Commerce 639-J
Charleston.
2$-tf hundred $12 per hundred. 500 to 1000 $11.
Simonton
were
dinner
guests
Friday
Kenniston,
Rep..
Harold
Pease.
Rep.
report shows all bilks paid except one commission Is $0,601,000. The build
Capt. Earl Starrett lias been award Pa., is spending the week with her night of Mrs. Emma Torrey. Other
THREE ROOM furnished apartment Orders of u thousand and over. $10 per
Treasurer
—
Willis
R
Vinal.
Rep.
C. N. LIGHT. Waldoboro. Me.
to
let.
toilet,
gas
and
electric
lights.
$4 100
for $225. The town has a cash bal ing being erected to handle the
ed the contract to carry the mail on mother, Senator Maude Clarke Gay, recent guests at the Torrey home
17-38
a week
V F STUDI.EY 283 Main St Tel 17-12_________________
Town Agent—Ansel M Hilt. Rep. ance of $2856 04 and uncollected taxes work of these two groups, the lat Tel.
in
Augusta.
1080
____________________ 28-tf
TO MY old and new customers
tiie Thoma ton via Monhcgan to
School Committee — Benjamin amounting to $1700. How's that for; ter one now under attack in many
Miss Gladys Hastings of Somerville, were Mrs Belle MacGregor and
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also throughout Knox and Lincoln Counties
Bcothbay Harbcr route for four years
their eggs hatched I wish to an
quarters as an agency of govern three room furnished apartment, both desiring
daughter Mrs. Edna Robbins.
Starrett. Dem.
Mass.,
has
been
guest
of
her
aunt,
I
a
good
showing?
heuted
and newly finished. MRS nounce I am ready to take them on
from July 1 next, at $3500 a year
ment that might well he abolished, FROST
every Saturday throughout the season.
Friday afternoon at the G A.R. hall
8 8 8 8
Tel
318-W
________________
26-tf
Notify me a week In advance as to the
Thcma. ui will be the dispatching Miss Elizabeth Genthner.
will cost $11,200,000. Its corner
OFFICES to let at 69 Park St . heated number of eggs to be hatched. Why
The Star Sewipg Club was enter- j members of the Fred A Norwood
NORTH HAVEN
stone
recently
was
laid.
The
post
and lighted. $3 50 week
V. F STUD pay 12c or more for chicks when you
office for the year.
WR.C. met for a social gathering
Town meeting opened with a con- j office establishment, still operating LEY 283 Main St Tel 1060________ 26-tf can get them for 5 cents. Write for
Maynard Ehaw cf Portland was a tained at the home of Mrs. Lewis ’ and quilt tacking Several took box
Baby chicks 12c
HAWES
TENEMENT In Oregory Block. 704 particulars
Schwartz
Wednesday
afternoon.
Mis
test for moderator in which V. L.' In a staunch building. Is to lie housed Main
visitor to his parents Sunday.
St . North End. to let. C A. HAM HATCHERY. A C. Hawes. Union. Tel.
lunch
and
remained
for
the
evening
8-24
_______________________________
91-39
Beverage defeated H. T. Crockett In a new building costing $10,500,- ILTON Tel 986-J_________________ 26-tf
The union prayer service will be C B Stahl will entertain at the next i meeting at which time special fea
WHEN you are planning to sell your
000.
The
old
one
Is
to
he
razed.
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let.
two
who
served
last
year.
held at the Baptht vestry Thursday meeting.
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
The centerpiece of the new gi ST
Tel. 806-J. Rockland
26-tf
Miss Ellen Smith of Cooper's Mill? tures were added in honor of the 89th
All three of the selectmen, assessTel 600 or 211-M ____________ 24-tf WARDS
evening at 7.
gantic
public
works
now
under
con
birthday anniversary of Col. Fer
FURNISHED tenement to let. electric
. ors and overseers of poor found conThe Baptist Mission Circle will spent the weekend with her parents nando 8. Philbrick. A handsome
struction In the district Is the so- lights, gas. bath, hot water heat, rent
| tests on hand, but each emerged from called triangle, literally In the heart reasonable F L. SHAW. 47 North Main
meet with Mrs. Minnie Newbert this Judge and Mrs. Harold R. Smith.
birthday
cake
made
by
the
president.
Charles Rowe has been in Auburn
the balloting triumphant. Leon B of the city. With this goes the col St Tel 422-R_____________________ 21-tf The tde* behind this column Is to
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
APARTMENT of Ave rooms and bath,
Emma Torrey, was presented him,
possible tbe exchange of goods or
Stone defeating John B. Crockett, lateral development of the Mall, second floor, at 34 Pleasant 8t. Inquire make
and
Portland
the
past
few
days.
A group cf ihort wave operators of
between people who wish to
also
a
gift
from
the
Corps,
and
an
ANNE
V FLINT Tel 1013-M
19-tf services
• • • •
Herman W. Crockett defeating James which borders the Wangle on the
trade some possession ot theirs for other
the army and navy reserve met at tiie
original poem appropriate to the oc Here is a candidate who made a goou Pendleton, and Lamar K. Lewis de south. The triangle development in
STORE and equipment to let. West- goods or articles. Simply address the
On the Honor Roll
end Market. Thomaston. $15 month Classified Editor of The Courler-Oazette.
Knox Hotel Sunday evening. Th.
casion was read by Patriotic Instruc
run. Suit yourseif as to identifi feating H. N. Burgess In the con cludes all the ind between Penn grocery store location for 50 years. V Th* charge la 25 cents for one Insertion
local operator O. H. Crie was of the
The honor roll of the Waldoboro tor Inez Grant.
of three lines. 50 cents for three Inser
F STUDLEY. 283 Main 8t. Tel. 1080
sylvania
avenue.
Third
street.
Mis

cation
___________________________________ 26-tf tions. Larger ad prices on application.
test for second selectman there was
number.
High School for the last five months'
souri avenue and Fifteenth street
Phone 770.
Mrs. Leland Hawkins was called to
APARTMENT to let ln Blckneii Block
a tie on the first ballot, Crockett re- N. W.
The Thomaston Nurse Association period follows: Post graduates: All Tenant's Harbor Friday by the sudden
MRS B B SMITH. Lincoln 8t Tel 264
ANYONE wanting to buy. sell or ex
The ground contains 70 acres, and ___________________________________ 26-tf
has bought of Levi Clark his automo A's, Ednah Howard; three As. Doro death of her father. Levi Torrey.
Fish Agent—George Leonard. Deni i capturing the office on the second.
HEATED apartments, all modern, four change live stock please write or phone
Fish Wardens - Edwin Gammon.1
had a sma11 margin over Bur" beginning with an apex where Third
bile. It will be used to replace thc thy Lovejoy: two A's, Genevieve
LUDWIG
'MOTOR SALES Tel. 135. New
rooms
Aoplv
at
CAMDEN
Ac
ROCK

A social afternoon was enjoyed by
21-tf
gess.
street crosses Pennsylvania avenue LAND WATER CO Tel 634
28-tf castle, Me.
cne given by Miss Alice George for tile Creamer. Margaret Stahl; Sherman the members of the Twentieth Cen- Rep., Arnold Teague. Rep.
I WANT some responsible woman to
It gradually widens to 3,000 feet at
Other
officers
chosen
yesterday
us? of the town nurse.
Fish Committee — Selectmen ana
after my home In exchange for
\ annah, Ida Wallace; one A. Annie 1 mry club Friday at the home of Miss
Fifteenth street. 13 blocks to the £++++*+++++++++++++++++++ look
were:
Itood board snd room
References.
The American Legion Auxiliary is j puis. Martha Luce, Phylfls Ludwig Marion Weidman, and it was pro fish wardens.
Write MRS. 8. K., care The Courler-Oasouthward.
AU
this
development
Town Clerk—Foy W Brown.
zette
___________________________ 22-1,
sponsoring a card party in the Legion j Geraldine Porter. Virginia Rowe. Eu nounced one of the most enjoyable
Tax Collector—C. T Moody. Rep
borders Pennsylvania avenue, the
Treasurer and Tax Collector- historic highway connecting tt.e
Boards tor a partition I'd like some
rooms Thursday evening, with play gen? Winchenbach. Nothing below gatherings of this kind that the club
The total amount of money raised
boards to build a partition. Will trade
tor an awning or truck cover. Write
treasury and the White House with
ing to commence at 730 Mrs. Edna B, Everett Achorn. Barbara Benner. has ever held. Under the direction of was $2299030. which is $8,129 less Frank Beverage.
ROCKLAND AWNINO CO, 15 Willow
Auditor—Vernon L. Beverage.
the Capitol.
Young, Mrs Shirley Williams and Eeulah Day. Evelyn Lovejoy. Barbara Mrs. Rena Carroll of the executive than the budget for last year, v
3t. City____________________
14*16
School
Committee
—
Mrs.
V.
L
Gazing Into Future.
Mrs Edith Clark are in charge, and P.:cher. Ida Winchenbach
I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneous
The budget committee was given
] committee, a question and answer
Oas Hot Water Heater, size 4 atvle F.
Beverage.
Washington, ns It will he when
reservations may be made with them.
good as new. for a quantity of wood or
Junior High School honor roll. A.; contest was conducted, covering cur- a vote of thanks, and the taxpayers
Road Commissioner—Ray M. Bev the government has completed its
8 8 8 8
coal, for trucking service or cash.
As. Edith Perry; three As, Eileen rent events, Shakespearean works. gave similar expression to the school
Heater good as new Apply Nell 8 Perry.
work, ls thus descrilied hy Assist
Since Nov. 17. 1932. the local branch Chapman; one A. Laura Creamer. | flowers. etc. A reading by Mrs. Mil- teachers who donated their salaries erage.
COURIER-GAZETTE Office. C",'.
and SHAPELY* THE
ant Secretary of the Treasury Perry ♦SMART
Fire
Warden
—
P.
L.
Brown
+
+ ___________________________________ 14*16
of American Red Cross has distribut Fthtda Hilton. Chadwin Taylor
pytnam. and piano solo by Mrs for two weeks.
K,
Heath:
Oliver
Typewriter, fair condition Will
Harbor Master—I. E. Simpson.
Our new prove** restore* even
ed 424 1-3 yards of cloth. This amount Nothing below B. Ruth Davis. Oliver ( Nellie Magune. and piano duet by
exchange right. P. O BOX 441. City
The
principal
appropriations
"In the years to come the occu ♦ the most ioiled hats to the
Upward
of
$7000
was
shaved
from
___________________________________ 14*16
includes outing flannel, percale, ging P.per. EUa Rider. Eihelyn White- (
Magune and Mrs Edith Buzzell. were:
pants of the modest flivver or the
freshness and shapeliness of
WE WILL trade, at bargain price a
the annual budget which will contain great national parades will start
ham. and birdseye. It has been made heave. Arlene Winchenbach.
new Addressograph complete, standard
their
youth.
Common schools, $4700.
were pleasing features of the prothese items:
FI Addressograph No 32382 for M platea.
from
the
plaza
at
the
Capitol,
into 260 garments for 45 families; 39
Textbooks and supplies. $650
FELT HATS
foot power selector to work with dupli
' gram Ice cream and cake were
Town charges. $1000
flanked as It will be by the Supreme
cator. flat envelope plate No 2 less regu
of these families have made their own
j served, with Mrs Nina Carroll. Mrs.
WARREN
Repairs on schoolhouses. $300. ,
lar envelope plate; 50 sets B plain tabs;
State Aid road. $1C66
court building, the Library of Con
Cleaned and
garments, and volunteer workers have
one Ol Graphotype No. 10064 for M plates
Marie Bisbee and Mrs. Effie Veazie
High School. $1600.
Bloeked
.......
50c
gress,
the
enlarged
senate
office
Roads
and
bridges.
$1700
No
10 type, 44 cap carriage for style M
sewed for six families These gar
The butiners meeting of the ladies of the picnic committee in charge
Jilates. complete with metal stand, copy
Fuel for High School, $125.
building, and the house office build
Common
schools,
$2500.
holder,
cover and 20 extra dies and
ments required 316 hours of labor. circle of thc Congregational Church This week's meeting will be at the
Roads and bridges. $3000.
PHILIP SULIDES
punches: 30 model B drawers: 10.000
Town and school physician. $2500 ing with Its new annex—sweep
Each garment had to be inspected. will be held at 2.30 Thursday. The home of Mrs Nina Carroll.
style
M
blank plates, stub sec ; 7,iS0
down a new Pennsylvania avenue X MAIN STREET,
Sidewalks. $200.
ROCKLAND* style M plates,
High School. $2500.
bottom sects; 7.000 style
and pieces of cloth left over returned r(gylar monthly supper will be served
past
one
of
the
most
beautiful
archi

*
+
M
blank
plates,
top sects ; 5 000 frames,
Third class road. $1500.
Text books. $300.
tectural compositions to be found •!•+■!••>•!•****•:••>*•:•***❖*+*++*♦< style M. shifting; one lister; one SBC
to the headquarters of the Red Cross at six by the following committee:
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Bums enter
olive
green
cabinet;
one base This ma
Support of poor. $3500
School supplies. $200.
anywhere In the world. Including the
Another allotment of flour has been Mrs. Nettie Jameson Mrs. Abbie New tained friends Saturday evening in
chine is brand new and can be bought
Snow bills, $1200.
Repair
of
school
building.
$510
at
one-half
the
actual
price; and can be
massive structures that at presnt
received at Red Cross headquarters. bert, Mrs. Florence Gardiner. Mrs. honor of the birthday anniversary of
seen ot this office any time. Address
Miscellaneous expenses, $1500.
house
the
archives,
the
Department
Maintenance
of
State
aid
roads,
N
8
Perry.
COURIER-GAZETTE.
Rock
Mrs John E. Walker is opening her Katie Starrett, Miss M. Grace Walktr their oldest daughter, Lois. The time
land. Me
24*31
Officers' salaries. $1900
of Justice, the iuternnl revenue bu
$1000.
home on the evening of March 17 for and Mrs. Evelyn Vining.
was pleasantly spent with games and
reau, the Post Office department,
Street lights. $525.
State
aid
patrol,
$500.
a musical under the sponsorship of
Mrs. Arthur C. Peabody is a patient refreshments were served.
the great plaza with Its Department
Hydrants, $600.
Free public library, $100
St. John Baptist Church.
at the State Street Hospital in Port
of
Commerce, Labor department and
Mr. and Mrs William Talbot of
Cutting bushes. $25.
Street lights. $540
William T. Smith, Jr., celebrated land.
Department of Interstate Commerce,
Portland were guests Sunday of Miss
Free Public Library. $50
Rental on doctor's house, $300.
past the old treasury, the White
SHOE STORE
his birthday Saturday evening by I Guests a few days last week of Rev Marion Weidman
Patroling State highway, $385
On town debt. $1200
House and monument, the rehabili
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
entertaining a few friends at his an(j Mrs. Howard A. Welch were his
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mrs* Effie Veazie was hostess to the
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall orders
Graveling road;, $700.
The (proceedings were "observed” tated Stute department, and on to
home. Music, card- and other games brothers. Carlton Welch of Provi- Saturday Night Club at her home on
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
solicited. H. C RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
School nursing, $70.
by a delegation of Vinalhaven resi j the Lincoln Memorial bridge across
___________________________________ 26-tf
were enjoyed, after which his guests dence, R. I., Otis L. Welch and Lester Russell avenue.
WATCH and Clock Repairing Grand
Aid of dependent mothers, $450.
dents. including some of the town the Potomac and to Arlington nnd
were invited fo the dining room, p Welch, both of North Attleboro,
At the Eaptist parsonage. March 2.
father and antiques. Call and deliver.
Interest on town notes. $200.
officials. This pleasant custom has the tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
S. A MACOMBE
23 Amesbury St..
Girls
’
and
Women's
where in the candlelight refresh- Mass.
Robert I. Burch, son of Mrs Samuel
"The Mall, dominated hy the Cap
Rockland. Me
26-tf
Purchase of snowfence. $100.
been followed, to advantage, for sev itol at Its bend, flanked hy magnifi
ments were served including a birthRaymond Borneman has been ill.
B Haskell, was united in marriage to
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea.
eral
years.
There
was
an
affirmative
vote
on
SPORT
YDXFORDS
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
cent governmental groups, cut by
day cake. The table decorations 1 Mr. and Mrs. Christian Andersen Miss Emily Post, both of St. George.
26-tf
three-shaded drives, with gardens,
were yellow with a large center piece (Jennie Starrett) motored Saturday Rev. G F Currier officiating. They Articles 12. 13. 19 , 24 . 29 . 31. 32 and
Pig
Skin,
Smoked
Elk,
fountains,
reflecting
pools,
cascades
of jonquils. Those present were from Scarboro to spend the weekend were attended by the bride's sister. 33. and a negative vote on Article 23.
and terraces, will form a picture
Articles 11. 14. 16 . 21. 22, 25 and 26
Brown and Combinations.
Eloise Dunn. Betty Brown. Evange with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starrett. Miss Sylvia Post and Vernard Deane.
that would he enshrined In the heart
were
passed
over.
Edgar Crawford of Thomaston was
line Paquin. Marjorie Mills. Albert
Wednesday evening at thc Metho
Moccasin and Oxford
of every Justly proud American, the
You to know, that during these
Gould. Walter Strong and Charles guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. John dist vestry the Ladies' Aid will hold
symbol of America—the Capital of
Styles
OWL'S
HEAD
Bank Holidays we will accept your
our country."
Teague.
its annual birthday party with a pro
Spear.
John F. Whalen again officiated
EGGS in exchange for our
gram and social. Refreshments will
William S. Watts, a native of
as moderator, and with Just enough V
Grains, Flours and Feeds at
She
’
*
Mother
of
26
TENANTS HARBOR
be served.
Thomaston, ton cf Calvin Newlon
contests to make things interesting V
■the
tasne o'.d low prices al
I
’
lauken,
Germany.
—
Mrs.
Katie
Mrs.
Geo.
F
Currier
who
has
been
Watts, died Friday in Somerville.
Lyle Torrey and Raymond Torrey confined tQ {he
thp
weelc the town's annual business session was /ft
Haenel is the type of woman es
ways prevailihg HERE. You are
Mass., where he had resided 17
teemed by governments that shud
are in town, called by the sudden from illness is now much improved expedited.
always sure of More Value Here,
years. He Is survived by his widow,
der at the specter of declining
The
first
contest
came
over
the
elec

death of their father Levi Torrey.
for Less Money. “More For Less”
and it is expected that she will be
two sisters, Mrs. Harry Prescott cf
birthrate*. She has hail 20 chil
is our NEW DEAL to every PoultryThursday night Puritan Rebekah out within a few days.
tion of town clerk, the present in
Dorchester and Mrs Harry John
dren, all living today. What's more
man, Dairyman, Buyer and Feeder
cumbent.
Mrs.
Abbie
M
Heard
being
Lodge will hold its regular meeting,
At the business session which fol
her eldest daughter, age twentyson of Belmont; three brothers. Sid
of Grain & Feeds, in Southern
followed by picnic supper. Members lowed the regular meeting of the defeated by Mrs. Florence McConchie
nine, has had ten babies, nml her
Maine, “More For Less" Egg Mash
ney Watts of Greenwood. Harry
in a vote of 45 to 26.
not solicited are asked to take pies.
at $1.38 and “More For Less" 20%
second
daughter lias had seven.
B.Y.P.U.,
led
by
Miss
Arlene
Ingra

Watts of Wellesley, and Nathan
Dairy Feed at $1.08 are the great
Heibert 8. Montgomery was re
Friday night the adult class of the ham. Sunday evening, these officers
Watts of Somerville. Burial was in
est values offered in New England
Baptist Sunday school will hold their were elected to serve for the ensuing elected first selectman. For second
Today that will cut your Feed Bills
Somerville.
1 monthly meeting, each member to in- six months: President. Feme Whit selectman J. Dana Knowlton had 65
Learns
to
Fly
by
in line with 15c eggs and low priced
Ellis A. Hurd of Friendship who
1 vite one guest. Discussion opened by ney; vice president, Mary Cavanaugh; votes. David Mann 16. and George
milk. Our Low Overhead, means
ECAUSE the wedding
Selling
Own
Blood
died in Rockland March 5 and whose
B
higher quality at lower prices. The
Mr. Barton is "What shall be the secretary. Mona Stahl; treasurer, Haskell 1. Haskell was unanimously
Brand New, Too!
invitations should be
Chattauoiiga, Tenn. — C. II.
remains were in A. D. Davis & Son's
Farmers' New Deal is here. Nopattitude of the church towards Sun Earle Davis; chairman of committee elected third selectman
Franklin,
who
gold
n
pint
of
Id*
co XX Cod Liver Oil is used in all
undertaking rcoms Monday, was for day sports and civic righteousness?”
mailed two weeks before
■ RBIMB ■
Richard Dyer was elected constable,
own blood five ye, • ago for hi*
our Chick Starters. Growing Feeds
on missionary work and stewardship.
several years an employe of thc
the wedding itself, they
having
25
votes
and
M.
E.
Scammon
and Egg Mashes. All Poultrymen
fir*t flying les*oi
finally ha*
PUMPS and OXFORDS
Geraldine Page; committee on meet
Knox Hotel and as such was well
with Grade A Ratings know what
29. Oscar B. Foster was elected to
realized hi* amhi ion and ha*
must be ordered well in
ings
and
leaders,
Arlene
Ingraham
Brown, Black, Grey
known here.
Nopco XX means. Its strength is
taken Ills first solo il giit.
the school board having 44 votes to
and
Clara
Clough;
chairman
social
advance. And. because
four times as great as the Cheap
Thc Beta Alpha Club met with
When n pre-medf d student at
12
for
Edw.
Whalen.
R.
J.
Philbrook
Oils, with far greater results. Con
committee, Ruth Orbeton.
they are so critically in
Mrs. Lucretia McNeil Monday eve
the
University
of
Ahihaum
was elected treasurer and tax collec
vince yourself that our New Deal
Teacher of Piano
Frunkllu sold a pint of his blood
ning, 23 members being present. 22 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
spected by their recipi
is Just what you want to cut that
tor . The vote was against the elec
fur
$25
for
a
blood
transfusion,
Lunch was served and the usual work
Old Feed Bill, and start today up
TEL. 639-W
tion of a road commissioner.
ents, they must also be
und spent the money for Id* first
Prosperity Lane, along with Hun
124‘lt
And of Course
was carried on.
The total appropriations are about
Hying lesson.
dreds of Satisfied Customers, who
ultra-correct. Linweave
Grace Chapter. O.EB.. entertains
$2000 less than last year, the principal
have found the "Promised New
He has been taking flying les
ARCH HEALTH SHOES
Wedding Papers can be
Seaside Chapter of Camden tomor
Deal'' for them right here.
ones being:
sons at various times since then.
row evening at the regular meeting.
shown you at
Common schools, $1400.
STOVER'S CASH GRAIN STORES
There will be work on two candi
School repairs. $200.
Distributors for Stover Feed Mfg.
at HALF the
The Courier-Gazette
Co.
dates. and a program in charge of
High School tuition. $1000.
usual price of
Ask to eee them
On track at 86 Park St., Rockland,
SERVICE & REPAIRS
FOR HALITOSIS
Miss Thelma Linscoit. Supper a:
Current
expenses,
$1200.
other quality
Maine
MOUTH WASH
WHEN IN BOSTON-You can buy
6 o'clock with the .following commit
Care and construction of sidewalks,
ALL MAKES OF SETs
copies uf The Courier-Gazette, with the
Antiseptics...
GARGLE
1 home news, at the Old South News
tees in charge, Leah Davis, chair
$75.
| Agency. Washington St . next Old South
R. W. TYLER
man. Mhrion Grafton and Ennna
Roads and bridges, $1000,
Church; also ut M. Andelman’s, 284
. READ THE
TRIAL
SIZE
(A 25c VALUE) |Qd
Tremont St.
Young; housekeepers. Maud Grafton,
State aid road. $2665.
PHONE 58-23
Lucy Sillery and Mary Jones.
Maintenance of third class road,

• EGGS AND CHICKS J

FOR SALE
tt***»»«*****-a>«*l

TO LET

Barter Column

R.E.NUTT
■

MISCELLANEOUS

■

WANTED

Mabel H. Holbrook

$1.98, $2.98
■

NEW!

RADIO

tA/VU-

WBDBIW6 PAPERS

The Courier-Gazette

APS

Evefy-OtKer-Day

ETY
pen
nd arrivals,
a
Inn departures and
this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
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Charles S. Hall who has been ill
at his home on Ocean street for the
past three weeks remains in a weak
ened condition.

?S5 Thin or Weak?

A STRIKING EXHIBIT

Fort Plain, N. Y. Which Is Aiding the Study j
— “I had all the
of Geography In Miss
symptoms of a nerv
ous breakdown. 1 had
Brown's Room
low blood pressure,
was pale and thin, j A geography exhibit prepared by
weak, nervous, with
no appetite, could the pupils of Grade VII, Junior High
’not sleep and had School, In the room of Miss Mary A
awful pains in my
head most of the time. Every one thought I Bl own, teacher of 7-4. is attracting
would not live long,” said Miss Isabel An- I
drews of R. D. 2. "I took Dr. Pierce’s Golden much attention. It ShOWS thought
Medical Discovery and the ‘Favorite Prescrip
tion'. I gained 32 pounds in weight and am and study on the part of ‘the pupils
feeling fine."
When nervous and rundown and in need , and the excellent direction given by
of a blood Ionic, when you're anemic, feci
tired out and weak, take Dr. Pierce's I Miss Brown, Whose success as a
"GMD" to restore your strength.
teacher of geography deserves special
Writs to Dr. Pierro's dials, Buffalo

$

Tenants Harbor Days

GET

But words are things, and a small drop
of ink.
Falling, like dew, upon a thought, pro
duces
That which makes thousands, perhaps
millions, think.
—Byron.

IN

YGUR RADIO

It has been a source of wonder to
me how interested the folks are in
TELBPHONR ____________ _____ 770 or 7S4
those excerpts from Dad's diaries of
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Cummings of
50 years ago. Letters from Cali
Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair Brewer were guests of Mrs. Cum
fornia, Florida, New York and New ;
entertained at supper and contract mings' mother, Mrs. Flora Fernald,
England. From people I know, and
Friday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Birch street, last week while Mr.
from peo>’le unknown to me' whom
J. A. Burpee. Main street. There Cummings was enjoying a vacation
N.
for free a.dlr.l sdrlrs.
I didn't know existed.
were two tables.
mention.
from his teaching duties in Bangor
How treacherous the human mem
here is the greatest value ever offered in radio! Full-pentode
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall and
The exhibit fa based on the North ory is in regards to time past.
High School. They were accom
Model 371
Mrs. John A. Stevens, Rockland
amplification—Spray-Shield Tubes—the new Seven-Prong
Indialla.
panied by Mrs. Roy Trundy of Mrs. Sarah Billings of Boston were Cer,ra, Sutfs _ Qhio
We
recently
entertained
two
street, was,hostess to the Thimble
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Haines
.....
. _
.
Tube—Majestic’s famous superheterodyne circuit and full
Brewer.
„ .
..
,
.
: Illinois, North and South Dakota, schoolmates of old red schoolhouse
Club last evening.
McLoon over the weekend. They were j
dynamic speaker assure remarkable tone, volume, selectivity
days. This was before the article
Wisconsin,
Nebraska.
Mrs. Fred S. Collamore is visiting accompanied by Mrs. Percy Roberts Michigan.
and sensitivity. See and hear this amazing Majestic! Small
The meeting of the Woman’s For
appeared in The Courier-Gazette ln
Price, complete with Majutic
(Vivian Billings) of Sea Cliff. Long Minnesota. Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
relatives and friends in Portland.
‘ ed label and lederal
Matched
re loss of Schooner William Penn.
eign Missionary Society of the
down payment and special easy terms!
tax
paid.
Island. N. Y„ who has been visiting The Arst step was the making of
Methodist Church, scheduled for
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Wishman were Mr. and Mrs. McDougall for a week. Fa3tel maPs- Lhen t!v making of Naturally we were reminiscing of the
Thursday afternoon, has been post in Portland over the weekend.
golden, olden days of our youth. I
_____
j posters and writing compositions.
poned to Thursday of next week.
Mrs. W S. Cameron entertained at
The pesters offer varied subjects- said to one of the guests, “How long
Browne Club meets Friday evening dinner Friday evening at her home , natural resources, industries, histori- a&° 18 n since Capt. Peter Dexter
Mrs. Arthur K. Orne was hostess with Mrs. Bert Gregory, Glencove,
442 MAIN STREET
THE BROOK
on Broadway, the occasion being ca^ facts, by-products, etc. One wai j as 08 a sca<
to the Monday Contract Club last with Miss Edna King as assisting
“
O.
about
40
years,"
.
was
the
re

planned as a surprise observance of The Pounder of Detroit Antoine de
evening.
hostess. Members are asked to take Mr. Cameron’s birthday. The guests LaMorte Cadillac;" anotlier of "De- ply
"Wrong, it is 50 years," I said.
the 6.40 bus leaving the waiting were Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Wishman. troit, the Home of Ford, bearing a
The Woman’s Auxiliary of St.
UNION
To the other guest I put this ques
room.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Wilbur
F.
Senter,
Jr.,
1
Picture
of
Henry
Ford
and
pictures
Peter's Church will meet Thursday
tion:
Bryan Clark broke his leg last week
and Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Perry.
of » Planp and a Ford car. Others
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the home
Chapin Class has supper tonight
"How long ago is it since your while working in his mill.
_____
were
of
the
Wheatfields
and
granaof Mrs. R. E. Estes, 14 Summer street. at 6 o'clock at the Universalist ves
Edwin Libby Relief Corp-, meets i rie». framed in sprays of real winter brother was lost at sea?”
Linwood Carroll killed a beef cow
try, with Mrs. Carrie Palmer as
“I don't know, but he was with
Thursday. Circle supper will b? wheat from Kansa. ; “The Vision of
The Diligent Dames will have 1
for Charles Butler last Tuesday.
chairman.
served at 6 with Mrs. Rebecca Ingra the Pioneer,' a popular cne with the Capt. O. H. P. Rogers in the
o'clock luncheon Friday at the home
Fred Dearborn recently bought a
children; rubber products, leather Schooner Earl H. Potter, is all I
of Mrs. Fred L. Linekin, 260 Broad
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins was hostess to ham. Mrs. Etta Covel and Mrs. Clara
cow
of Leroy Gleason.
know about it.”
way, with Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy as as the Comer Club Saturday afternoon. Fernald in charge, and the u-ual products, cereals. Each poster was
Mrs.
Anne Butler visited Mrs. Lot
"Well,
it
is
nearly
50
years
ago,
for
business session will take place ln the worked out in an original and striking
sisting hostess.
Rev, and Mrs.
tie Gleason Friday.
I
find
this
entry
in
Dad's
diary,"
manner.
There
were
also
posters
of
Circle supper at the Congrega evening. The card party scheduled
Walter S. Rounds will be special
Harry Butler visited his daughter
tional vestry tomorrow at 6.15 o'clock for the afternoon has been postponed coming events—one of the annual Friday, Sept. 21, 1883. Several ves
guests.
_____
| convention ol the N.E.A. in Minne- sels are out of time for which there Mrs. Eva Dearborn Friday at North
will have Miss Dorothy Snow as
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Wiglit have apcUs Feb. 25-March 2, and another are some fears. Schooners, Earl H. Union.
Another jolly affair took place at ' chairman
Tyler Davis called on Charles But
reopened their Claremont street resi- ol the Woild's Fair. Tiie former bore PottcT. Capt. O. H. P. Rogers, Levi
the Country Club Friday evening, it
The Methebesec Club meets Friday dence, after a winter's sojourn at The ! a picture of the first school teacher. Hart and Frank W. Hart. Schoonc ler Tuesday.
being a baked bean supper and
Harriet E. Bishop of Vermont Thc O W. Lewis of Thomaston aban
pajama party. There were about 35 afternoon at the home of Mrs. Ruth Lauriette.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Butler were
latter
poster was artistically worked doned. (The following day I re Rockland visitors one day last week.
couples attending, laatgely drawn Ellingwood. Mrs. Mary Southard as
Mrs, Ruth Scwall and daughter cut with pictures of thc modernLstw ceived a letter through the courtesy
from the younger married set. The program chairman will have as her
W M Stewart, although in his 90th
wide variety of pajamas worn by subject, “African Explorers and Daurlce have returned home from buildings, the central id a of the fair. of The Courier-Gazette from a for year. Is able to be up and around thp
Then there are tables bearing min mer St. Georger, now living in Fox- house and to go out. Mrs. Ella Brooks
Portland, where Daurice has ban at
both sexes afforded a colorful pic Hunters."
the State Street Hospital the past erals—lead, copper, iron, coal, lime boro. Mass., and I quote from it:) of Auburn is caring for him.
ture. The Country Club Orchestra
The Universalist Mission Circle two weeks recovering from injuries stone, wheat, corn, fruit and model "One day while at my grandfather's
dispensed delightful music, the
Allen Leonard is recovering from
airplanes made by the boys; rubber on the South Side playing around in
dance program containing many holds Its March meeting tomorrow jeceived in an automobile accident.
an attack of grippe.
tires, ar.d other manufactured arti the unfinished attic I found a model
novelties such as a "Lemon Dance" at the home of Mrs. R. W. Messer,
Most stores will gladly accept these little bottle
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Richard Au tin
with luncheon at 12.30.
Mrs. Freeman F. Brown entertained cles from “a Ford car to insulin," all boat which many years after I found
and a "Matched Dance."
i Martha Gorden) are receiving con
caps and see that they reach the local relief or
al luncheon and bridge vesterday picducts, natural or manufactured. was a model cf the Schooner Earl H.
Members of the T Club attended with Mrs. Anne Haskell of Belfast as of these North Central States.
Potter, built at Tenant's Harbor In gratulations on the birth Feb. 27 of a
ganization that has accepted Clicquot s offer.
In the series of benefit bridges
daughter. Fay Lois.
the
Strand
Theatre
Friday
evening
1872."
A
large
poster
bears
advertisements
Congregational ladies are giving,
honor guest. Miss Maud Pratt ar.d
You can help by turning your caps in regularly,
The grammar school boys played
Then we passed on to the party of
Mrs. W. Seymour Cameron was seeing “Lucky Devils." Lunch at Mrs. Grace Ayers Black were winners of articles manufactured and pro
even a few at a time, lt all helps. Five or six
Chisholms
Spa
rounded
out
the
eve

tasketball
with Waldoboro grammar
ten
couples
which
left
the
Harbor
and Mrs. Haskell received a guest duced in these States, and on another
hostess yesterday afternoon at her
caps will buy a loaf of bread—nine or ten caps
ning.
prize.
table is a collection cf by-products— for East Union, Wednesday, Jan. 3, school boys Saturday morning at
home on Broadway.
a
quart of milk. Pennies count up fast, and so
Union,
the
score
21-10
in
favor
of
------- !
] eggs, lard, butter, cereals, antiseptics. 1883 One guest gave this account
Miss Kitty McLaughlin returned
Union.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Brown enter
do bottle caps.
Mr and Mrs. W. W. Oregory and condensed ar.d evaporated milk, etc. of their trip.
tained the Five Day Club at supper Sunday from a 10-days' visit in Au grandson, Warren Perry visited
There are to be three one-act plays
I was one of the party. We had
Intensive study has been carried '
Sunday, with Mrs. Olive Walker as a gusta, Sanford and Portland, motor friends at We '. Rockport, Sunday.
tlong with thii exhibit, and the good a large sled, four horses, plenty cf at the town hall Wednesday, given by
ing here with Mr. and Mrs. A. J. I
Worth lc Each to Your Relief Fund
special guest.
derived frem the procedure is almost I robes and wraps. Before leaving thc the grammar school. The proceeds
Huston whose guest she was in Port- j
will
go
towards
the
gymnasium
chairs.
too
great
to
be
realized.
Many
of
the
'
Harbor
we
telegraphed
the
hotel
at
Mrs. Annie Schwartz is very ill at
Until April 1, 1933
Mrs. A. U. Patterson of Vinalhaven land for the week. Miss McLaughlin her home 642 Main street.
articles In the display were procured East Union to have a hot turkey
Feb. 26 was election day at the M
sang
as
a
featured
artist
in
a
benefit
■
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Charles
through correspondence with au- | dinner ready for us when we arrived, E. church sch<x>l. Clarence Moody
concert for the Holy Name Church,
Schofield.
The Clicquot Club Company have agreed to pay
Mrs. Nellie A. Perry and Miss Mabel thetities in the various North Central i We stopped at a store in Hope to was reelected superintendent and H
Sanfcrd. on tiie evening of Fib 26
one cent each to your local relief organization
Mrs. Daniel Paulitz was hostess to I to an audience which taxed the hall's 0x1011 of Rockville were guests of Mrs States, and also through thc ready thaw out and the proprietor asked E. Mank as falant. A plea dij fea
for every cap turned in before April I, 1933.
j cocpetation shown by local mer- us to take a telegram to the hotel ture was the singing of the closing
W.
W.
Gregory
Saturday.
the T.H.E. Club last evening at her capacity. In the audience drawn
-------1 cliantc, particularly Swift & Co,
at East Union. It was the one we hymn by the men. March 5 the clos
Checks
are sent out as often are caps are re
home on Lake avenue.
frem Waterville. Lewiston. Sanford
Mrs. John DeOrsay and daughters
Miss Brown is keeping the exhibit had sent that morning before we ing hymn was sung by all the mem
turned. It all helps. Turji your bottle caps in
and other nearby towns, were Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot A. J. Huston, Miss Alberta Robinson Gertrude and Grace, of Waterville, intact for a few days more, and any- started. Then came on a heavy bers over 50 years old. Pastor Moyle
NOW!
of Portland are guests of Mrs. David and Dr. and Mrs. O'Sullivan, of Port were weekend guests of Mrs. Ava one interested in seeing it will be vert snow storm and we had to stay al! and thc people unite in trying to make
welcome,
night at the hotel. I remember that the school interesting for all, from the
Talbot.
land. In Portland Miss McLaughlin I Lawry.
infant class to the Bible class for
ride."
sang at a dinner attended by RotariMrs. Florence M. Capen who has
Miss Margaret Hutchinson re ans and Rotary-Anns at Falmouth
I am now quoting from a letter adults. When the weather is not too
CAMDEN
turned to Providence yesterday after Hotel, and broadcast from Station been ln the city for a few days has
received recently from New York severe it is a school tq be proud of, gatherings a pleasing literary pro-1
EPILEPSY CURABLE?
Four of the five candidates for ; State:
spending a few days with relatives. WCSH. She was shown many social returned 10 Belmont, Mass.
and even in bad weather the young gram was furnished by the South
selectmen
nominated
by
the
Repubj
OPINIONS
OF EMINENT PHYSICIANS
people have shown wonderful interest Hope Club, consisting of a vocal salo
She was accompanied by her young I attenUons> arnong lhem B dinner at
“My dear Boze,
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist licans at their caucus March 4 are
by
Angie
Merrill;
appropriate
read

A
booklet
containing the opinions of
brother. Raj’ Parker, who has been the Elks Club given by Mr. and Mrs
and
courage
to
get
out.
I just want to tell you that for
famous doctors on this interesting sub
| Church meets tomorrow afternoon at new, Mrs Myrtle B. Sherman being I many years myself and family have
ings,
Mrs.
Emily
Pushaw,
Laura
Hast

with Mrs. Emma Weymouth.
H. E. Mank whose mill at Waldo
ject will be sent FREE, while they last,
Huston, and also a dinner given by , ~
„
J ..
„
_
8
’ 4. Cmcle supper at 6 will be followed the only member of the present board I icad with Interest your conl|ibuboro has been shut down for several ings, Mrs. Hemenway, Elizabeth to any reader writing to the Educational
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Barney.
,
...
, .
, ,
Division, Dept. 433 M5 Fifth Avenue.
nominated.
The
others
declined
to
bj
’
the
presentation
of
two
playlets
Mrs. Francis Philbrook of Owl's
i tions relating to Tenant's Harbor, weeks, intends to start it again very Wentworth; helpful talk. Mrs. Gath;
New York, N. Y.
Head, whose husband was recently
Mrs. Melinda Oxton who spent the
on by the youn«
of the run again. Those named with Mrs and very recently you struck a closer scon. This lcoks a little encouraging humorous reading, Fannie Howard;
asphyxiated on a fishing smack at winter months at the home of Mr. church- The Bachelors Dream’ will Sherman are A. V. Elmore, Allie O. chord than ever before in the men for these times.
an original selection, Mrs. Merrill A
Matinicus, has moved to this city.
and Mrs. E. W. Ames, Union street. have Mfcs
Pike “ rcader' lh0 Pillsbury, Fred A. Packard and Frank tion of the racing activities ai1—
Storer-Collins Post and Auxiliary song service closed the entertain
WED.-THURS.
returned to West Rockport yester- cast t0 ,ndude Mr' BaUey as th- J Blood. Other candidates named at who happens to be the uncle of my will present three one-act plays at ment.
Mrs. Earle Spear and daughter
the caucus: Moderator, Adin L. Hop
bachelor,
Edith
and
Harriet
Clark,
|
A BATTLE OF
Dorothy of Waldoboro, have taken an day to reopen her home for the sum Edith BerggTen, Carol Gardner, Ruth kins; clerk, John L, Tewksbury; wife. We were at Tenant's Harbor Clark's hall. Waldoboro, the evening
’
HEARTSmer.
i
last
summer
but
found
the
house
cf
March
9
—
"Gocse
Money,"
"A
apartment in the Studley block at G7
_____
Marston. Donna de Rochemont. treasurer. J. Hale Hodgman; collec
WED.-THURS.
where
he
formerly
lived
had
burned
Pair
cf
Lunatics,"
and
"Beauty
OF
COURAGE
Park street.
St. John Baptist Episcopal Church Esther Chapman, Julia Molway, tor of taxes, John Paul; school board. I some years ago and the family had Secrets.” Between acts thc three
AGAINST
BEAUTY
HER LARCENY
of Thomaston is arranging another Gladys Strout Hazel Vasso, Virginia George H. Thomas; auditor, John L moved to Massachusetts."
Cameron girls from Honolulu will
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs have
-OF
MAN
Smith, Elizabeth Clark, Dorothy Tewksbury. Charles C. Wood was
WAS GRAND!...
It so happened that I entertained present a hula dance. This progia n
returned from a few days in Boston musicale for March 17, for which
AGAINST
Harvie. Margaret Ellis and Mrs. Ruth chairman and Elmer E. Joyce secre
Mrs.
J.
E.
Walker
will
open
her
at

A Grand Dame
as recently as Jan. 11, '33, two mem was recently given in Union with
where business and pleasure were
tary.
WOMAN
Hoch.
Mrs.
Thelma
Stanley
will
b?
in
a
Grand
tractive home on Main street.
bers of the family who now live in great success.
combined.
Show!..
soloist. In “The Professor's Magic." | The Lend A Hand Club will meet
one of the adjacent towns, gnd I was
Loaded Wiih
The March business meeting of thc the cast will include Mrs. Stanley. this Tuesday evening with Mrs. Laura
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby are visit
very glad to be able to furnish their
Laughs,
EAST UNION
Fuller, Free street.
BPW
Club,
which
takes
place
Rev.
H.
II.
Marr,
Stanley
Gay,
Stanl.
”
'
ing their daughter, Mrs. Harvey
address.
Packed With
Hugh Johnson of Waterville is visit
Thursday
evening,
with
dinner
at
Quinn,
Mrs.
Gershom
Rollins,
Mis
Romance!
Pease, in Wiscasset.
Thanks folks for your letters.
The ladies of the Farm Bureau will
The Thorndike at 6.30, was sched deRcchemont, Miss Molway, and Mrs. ing relatives in town.
Boze.
meet
in
Grange
dining
hall
today,
Thc auxiliary to the Sons of Union
Mrs. Chetwynd who lives with her uled for this date to fall during Na Margaret Philbrook, with Miss Ma
March 7, subject, “Square Meals for
70 Porter street. Somerville, Mass.
daughter, Mrs. Job Cunningham, tional Business Women's Week, rion Harvie as trumpet soloist, and Veterans will serve a public supper
Health," under the direction of Mrs.
at
the
Grange
hall
Friday
evening
at
Miss
Florence
Dean
in
readings.
Oranite street, and who has been March 5-13. In deference to the pro
If
cutting
down
your
automobile
in

Amelia Dornan.
6 o’clock.
gram recommended by national head
very ill, is improving slowly.
At Knox Pomona Grange Satur
surance is of Interest to you, phone
Lady
Knox
Chapter
D
A.R.
met
yes

The
ladies
of
the
Methodist
society
quarters, including forums for the
day,
17 from Pioneer Grange were in
1060-J;
Maurice
F.
Lovejoy,
Masonic
Mrs. Rose Watts who has been in discussion of community problems, terday at the home of Mrs. Hester will meet Wednesday afternoon with
attendance.
Temple, Rockland.
27-S-tf
Chase,
with
16
members
present.
I
Mrs.
Clifford
Barnes
at
the
home
of
this city for several weeks called by Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson has been
Albert Mank of Union recently
the illness of her father, the late selected as guest speaker. Mrs. Wil Mrs. Suella Sheldon presided. Mrs. her daughter, Mrs. Henry Pendleton.
called on his old friends ln this place.
Chase
reported
on
the
patriotic
meet

Thomas
street.
William H. Maxey, is visiting her son will lay before her hearers the
MICKIE SAYS—
Many in this community enjoyed
The monthly meeting of the Round
sister, Mrs. Martha Watts in Warren, work and problems of the Boys and ing at Park Theatre, her report em,
Immensely
the broadcast of the in
Olrls
Service
Club
which
she
has
I
Win?
a
gracious
tribute
to
the
Table of the (First Congregational
before returning to Belmont, Mass.
augural exercises.
REMEMBER THIS, FOLKS 1
regent,
Mrs.
Anne
Snow,
for
her
par
Church
will
be
held
at
the
parish
organized since coming to Rockland
THERE AIMT WO PAPERFifteen members of South Hope
in the noteworthy activity. The ; house Wednesday evening,
Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury and Mrs. G. several months ago.
PRINTED IW AUV MEARBV
Community Club and invited guests
A. Lawrence, north and south,-and
regent's report for the year was read
Mrs. Richard Damery and son Al
CIT7 -THAT PRIWTS AS MUCH
joined with the club at this place
Mrs. George Bachelder and Mrs.
HOME NEWS AS WB PO 1
For the final dramatic criticism in and Mrs. Mary Perry Rich reported den left Saturday for Boston where
Wednesday for an all-day session
FURTHERMORE, THEN ABE
Elmer C. Davis, east and west, won the series sponsored by the Methe on national defense. Mrs. Alice Karl he will receive medical treatment,
TRVIMG TO UMOERMIME OUR
which
proved very enjoyable. At the
The Followers of the Way of the
in the contract tournament Thurs besec Club, Mrs. Maude Andrews read a description of a cavalry flag
PROS PER.ITV, FOR AU. OF
noon hour a fine repast was served
day afternoon at the card rooms of Lincoln will present Thursday after presented to the Knox Memorial First Congregational Church enterTV4EIR APS ARE ATTEMPTS
by the committee in charge. Besides
TO GET OUR PEOPLE TO
Mrs. Alan L. Bird. In the series of noon at 2.30 sharp in the Universalist Associatlon, the article being pre- tained the Comrades of the Way of
the usual work featured at these
SPEWP -THEIR mowpv
four which have taken place Mrs. vestry, Noel Coward's successful play, pared by Mrs. Snow, and Mrs Mary the Rockland Congregational Church
AWAY
FROM
HOME
ALISON SKIPWORTH
Pillsbury and Mrs. Lawrence, Mrs. "Design For Living." This play, a Southard outlined plans for the State Sunday evening. John L. Tewksbury
NEW AMSTERDAM CASUALTY CO.
of New York
Harold E. Jackson and Mrs. Ray realization of a dream held for 11 convention in Portland March 14-1C. was the speaker.
ROLAND YOUNG
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Eaton were winners. In the gentle years by Coward, was given 15 cur- Miss Caroline Stanley presented a [ Mrs. Georgia Hobbs entertained the
SARI MARITZA
Real Estate .............................. $6,339,358 35
itm ranot - kokoi uun wmmi mwii
tain
calls
by
a
first
night
audience,
j
carefully
prepared
paper
cn
“
Civic
'
Monday
Club
this
week
at
her
home
men's tournament Friday evening A.
Mortgage Loans ..................... 193,500 00
a.
.roar ..
W.»l*U0i
. . MtMuei
f WTMAM
Collateral
Loans
.....................
10.000
00
C. McLoon and Harold E. Jackson, Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne and Control of Health Problems," and on Free street.
0 OtiWTOJuni f/iiiuir
Stocks and Bonds ................. 13,194.620 77
Mrs.
Rich
read
an
article
from
a
re

Cash
ln
Office
and
Bank
517,325
66
There will be a poverty ball at the
north and south, and’ E. Stewart Coward, himself, play the three prin
MORAN and MACK
Agents' Balances
3.279.325 62
Orbeton and Harry Berman, east and cipal roles. It is the play in fashion cent “Current Events" pertaining to Legion hall March 9 for all ex-service
Interest and Rents .............
76.851 46
in
All other Assets ..................... 817.169 71
West, were the winners. There will as well as a play that Interests the the homeless boys and unemployed men.
“AS TIIE CROWS FLY"
Gross Assets ...........................$24,428,151 57
A D. Coose is confined to his home
be another mixed tournament Fri more exacting public of the theatre. young men whom the governmen t is
Deduct items not admitted 612,774 57
NOW SHOWING
day evening.
It is considered one of Coward's best endeavoring to place under military on Pearl street by illness.
Admitted
$23,815,377 00
"FLESH"
supervision
and
care.
Refreshmen's
Comlque
Theatre
attractions
for
plays, and although it does contain
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
with
Ladies Aid will serve supper Wed a generous share of his humorous were served by Mrs. Chase, assisted by the week: Tuesday, Janet Gaynor
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $9 310 484 17
TODAY
Unearned Premiums ........... 5.709.268 46
WALLACE BEERY
nesday March 8 from 6 to 8 at the bantering and parlor pranks, lt is Mrs. Delia Cross, Miss Ellen J. and Cha’les Farrell ln “Tess of the
’All other Liabilities ......
2.795.624 37
wynni: GIBSON
Cochran
and
Mrs.
Grace
Ayers
Black.
Methodist vestry.
Housekeepers: salted with a sardonic, sophisticated
Cash Capital
4 500 000 00
Storm Country;” Wednesday and
J. HERSHOLT
Surplus over all Liabilities
1,500.000 00
Minnie Miles, Minnie Smith, Alice and often bitter philosophy of life.
Thursday, Paul Muni in "I Am a
iu
Total
Liabilities
and
Sur

Judge (tn dentist chair)—“Do you Fugitive From a Chain Gang;” Fri
Kennedy, Asenath Achorn, Annie
“CRIME OF THE CENTURY'
plus
..............
$23,815,377 00
• Includes Reserve for Contingencies
Lothrop, Etta Covel, Mrs. Buswell,
Piano Lessons 50 cents. M. F. swear that you will pull the tooth, the day, Victor McLaglen in "Rackety
COMING
SOON
$1.544.325 95.
Mrs. Carrie Winchenbach. All are Lamb, Rockland. Tel. 1018-M.—adv. whole tooth, and nothing but the Rax;" Saturday, Eric Linden in
E. P AHERN. Agent
“STRANGE INTERLUDE"
27 Knox Street. Thomaston
tooth?
”
—
Boston
Transcript.
welcome—adv.
“
Afraid
To
Talk."
28-lt
28-T-34

519’/

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
AT

Turn In

Bottle Caps NOW

from Clicquot Club Ginger Ale

Holt

Jl LADY'S
PROFESSION

PAR
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By HENRY T. EWALD

Merchandise is advertised because it is better — also
it is better because it is advertised.
That is neither a paradox, nor a wise-crack.

inferior merchandise for a short time, but it can

It is a truism.
The influence of advertising is two-fold,

Advertising cannot work miracles. It may sell

it

reaches out into the world, and sways public

not keep on selling it. When you see a motor car,
or a breakfast food, or a fountain pen advertised

opinion in favor of a worthy product. It reaches

consistently, year after year, you know that it is

back into the factory and inspires the manufac

a good product and that it is giving satisfaction.

turer, the shop foreman, and the humblest work

You buy it with confidence, and you are seldom

man to build better and better and still better

disappointed.

value into the product.

Advertising is educational in its influence. It

It establishes a standard of quality that leads

carries the news of business into the far-flung

the buyer to expect much, and that impels the

corners of civilization. It displays the new styles

maker to measure up to the expectation.

on Main Street the same day that they make their

To this extent then, merchandise is advertised
not only because it is a better product—but it
actually becomes a still better product because

it is advertised.

appearance on Fifth Avenue. It makes familiar

to millions of people, the names and trade-marks
and qualities of innumerable products.
It makes it possible for the woman in Tucson

Consistent advertising is the manufacturer’s

or Bangor or New York to shop with equal con

pledge of quality. It is a visible proof that he has

fidence, knowing not only what she wants, and

faith enough in his product to back it with his

what it will cost, but what she can expect from it,

name—and with his money.

in satisfaction and service.

People know instinctively that a product so

No time is lost in guessing. The buyer knows

sponsored is worthy of their confidence. They

from long experience that advertised products

prefer it, naturally, to its unheralded, unsung
*
competitor.

must be dependable, or they could not continue
to be advertised.

Every-Other-Day

